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HIS bulletin presents the results of the first of a series 
of investigations which have been planned by the 

Committee on Farm Power, appointed by the Secretary of 
Agriculture to represent the Bureau of Public Roads, the 
Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics, and the 
Bureau of Animal Industry in a cooperative study of all 
phases of the farm power problem. This committee has 
been charged with carrying out, for the Department of 

Agriculture, the plan of research in this field outlined by the 
Farm Power Conference, at Chicago, on October 6 and 7, 

1919. | 

The committee recognizes the great importance of this 
field of work and the inadequacy of the present investigation. 

_ It is hoped that through more adequate appropriations and 
' more general cooperation with the State agricultural experi- _ 

ment stations, the work may be broadened to make possible 

a comprehensive study of the problems now calling for 
solution in the development of farm power, in order that 
farmers, horse breeders, and manufacturers may have at 

hand such facts as will guide them toward the greatest ~ 
ultimate success. 

| H. C. TAYLOR, 
Chief, Office of Farm Management 

and Farm Economics, 
G. M. ROMMEL, 

Chief, Animal Husbandry Division,” 

Bureau of Animal Industry, 
S. H. McCRORY, 

Chief, Agricultural Engineering, 
| Bureau of Public Roads, — 

Department Committee on Farm Power, 

& 
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INTRODUCTION. 

During October and November of 1920 the Bureau of Animal 
Industry, the Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics, 
and the Bureau of Public Roads of the United States Department 
of Agriculture made an investigation of the cost and utilization of 
power on representative farms where tractors are owned in Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois. Two hundred and eighty-six farmers in these 
States who had been using tractors for a year or more were inter- 

NotE.—Special credit is due to W. R. Humphries, Bureau of Public Roads, for valuable assistance in 
collecting and in supervising the tabulation of the data presented in this bulletin. 

Acknowledgement is also due to O. A. Juve, Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics, M. A. 

R. Kelley, Bureau of Public Roads, and G. C. Dignan, Bureau of Animal Industry, for assistance in col- 

lecting the data, and to Prof. J. I. Falconer, University of Ohio, Prof.O. G. Lloyd, Purdue University, 

and Prof. W. F. Handschin, University of Illinois, for assistance in the selection of the areas studied and 

for many courtesies to the investigators while the work was in progress. 
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viewed. A complete record of all the farm operations and of the 
work which was done both with tractors and with horses for the } 
year ending October 31, 1920, was obtained from each farmer. 

Data from which the cost of operating the tractor and the cost of 
keeping workstock could be determined, the acreages and yields of 
different crops, the size of the farm and the number of workstock 
before the purchase of the tractor, and related information were 
also collected. 

The object of the investigation was to obtain information, in 
addition to that already available in the Department of Agriculture 
and the various State colleges of agriculture, which would assist in } 
determining the most prone form a power for different farms 
under different conditions. 

SUMMARY. 

The average size of the farms visited was 258 acres. This is consid- 
erably above the average size of all farms in these States. 

Two-plow tractors were owned on 174 of the 286 farms, 3-plow 
tractors on 104, and 4-plow tractors on 6 farms. One farmer owned 
a 1-plow machine and one farmer owned a 5-plow machine. Two- 
plow machines were found on 75 per cent of the farms with less 
than 160 crop acres, and on 53 per cent of those with 160 or more 
crop acres. 

One hundred and six of the tractors had been in use 1 year, 100 had 
been in use 14 or 2 years, 49 had been in use 24 or 3 years, and 31 

had been in use more than 3 years. 
On the average each tractor was used for 30.8 full days during ihe 

year covered by the investigation. Of this period, 23.5 days were 
devoted to drawbar work on the home farm, 2.7 days to belt work, 
and 4.6 days to custom work. Of the 286 tractors, 73 did less than 20 
days’ work during the year and 26 did 50 or more days’ work. | 

The number of workstock owned at the time of the investigation 
varied from 2 head on 11 of the farms to more than 15 on 5 of the 
larger farms. On the average each farm had 6.8 head at the time 
of the survey, and their value was $144 per head. Im all, the 286 
farms had 1,878 head of workstock and 111 colts less than 1 year old. 

The average number of full days’ work per year per horse, for all 
farms, was 68.6. On 20 of the farms, the workstock did less than 40 
full days’ work each, and on 27 they did 100 or more days’ work per 
year. 

The tractors did 85 per cent of the plowing on these farms, 73 per 
cent of the disking, 43 per cent of the harrowing, rolling, planking, and 
packing, 41 per cent of the grain cutting, and 15 per cent of the load- 
ing and hauling of hay. 
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Of 267 farmers who did spring plowing, 142 did it all with tractors, 
121 used both tractors and horses, and 4 used horses only. 

Of 225 who did fall plowing, 190 did it all with tractors, 27 used 
both tractors and horses, and 8 used horses only. 

Of 284 farmers who did disking, all but 15 used tractors for at least 
a part of it. Two hunderd and seven used their tractors for harrow- 
ing, rolling, planking, or packing, 130 for cutting grain, and 37 for 
drawing the hay loader. Smaller numbers used their tractors for 
drawbar operations other than those enumerated. 

In all, the power for 30 per cent of the drawbar work on these farms, 
as measured by days or horse labor required for it, was furnished by 
tractors and the remainder by horses. 
On the average, the 2-plow tractors saved 25 to 30 days of man 

labor, and the 3-plow tractor 30 to 35 days, required for drawbar 
work during the year on these farms. 

The average cost per head of keeping workstock on these farms for 
the year ending October 31, 1920, was $159, and the average cost per 
farm was $1,076. 

This cost includes charges for feed at the average price for the year, 
chores at 25 cents per hour, shoeing, veterinary, harness, interest at 

6 per cent, and depreciation. A manure credit of $15 per head was 
allowed. 

Exclusive of grass and stalk pasture, the average ration per horse 
for the year consisted of 1.3 tons of hay, 1.2 tons of straw, 0.2 acre of 

stover, 37.8 bushels of corn, and 22.3 bushels of oats. The cost of 
feed per head was $134. Based on present prices (Sept., 1921), the 
cost of feed per head would be about $60. 

The average cost per day of horse labor for the year of the survey 
was $2.43. At present prices, the cost on these farms would be not 
far from $1.30 per day. 

The average first cost of the 2-plow tractors was $972; of the 3-plow 
tractors, $1,354; and of all tractors, $1,140. The average amount 

spent for equipment, mostly plows and disks, for use with tractors 
was $343. The average value of the horse-drawn implements dis- 
posed of after the purchase of the tractors was $12. 

The average life of these tractors, as estimated by their owners, is 
6.7 years. The annual depreciation of the 2-plow tractors amounted 
to $164, and of the 3-plow, $217. The annual cost of repairs, in- 

cluding the value of the owners’ time spent in repairing the tractors, 
was $39 for both the 2-plow and the 3-plow sizes. The tractors were 
out of commission when needed an average of about 2 days during 
the year. A little over 50 per cent were not out of commission at all 
when needed, and about 1 in 7 were out of commission five days or 
more. 
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The fuel consumption per day for the 2-plow tractors varied from 
about 18 gallons for fall plowing to about 11 gallons for drawing the 
hay loader. For the 3-plow tractors it varied from 23 gallons for 
plowing to 15 gallons for drawing the hay loader. The 2-plow trac- 
tors covered 6.6 acres per day in spring plowing and the 3-plow ma- 
chines 8.6 acres. The quantity of fuel required per acre was 2.7 
gallons for each size. 

The average cost per acre of power for the plowing done with 
2-plow tractors was about $2 and with the 3-plow about $2.20. The 
cost of power for the plowing done with horses on these farms was — 
about $2.90 per acre. Based on the present prices of feed, fuel, and 
oil (September, 1921), the cost of power for plowing with horses 
would be about $1.60 per acre, and with tractors about $1.70. 

For most of the other operations the cost of power furnished by 
horses during the year of the investigation was slightly less than 
that furnished by tractors. The cost per acre of power for disking 
with tractors was $0.67; with horses, $0.64; for cutting grain with 

tractors, $0.67; with horses, $0.59. These figures represent the cost 

of power only, and do not include either the cost of man labor or 
that of the implements used. 

The average cost per day of 2-plow tractors for drawbar work on 
the home farm was about $12.67, and of 3-plow tractors about $17.73. 

The total cost of power furnished by the tractors for drawbar work 
at home during the year averaged $341. Based on the present price 
of fuel and oil (September, 1921), the cost would be about $280. 
This drawbar work on the home farm constituted 76 per cent of the 
total work done by the tractors, and only 76 per cent of the total 
annual charge for depreciation, repairs, and interest on investment 
is included in it. No charges for taxes, insurance, or shelter are 

included in the costs for either tractors or workstock. 
Nine of these men started farming with tractors; the others in- 

creased the size of their farms by an average of about 20 acres after 
the tractors were purchased. No change occurred in the size of 172 
of the farms, 81 were increased in size, and 24 were decreased. 
On the 172 farms where no change in acreage occurred the number 

of workstock was reduced by 2.2 head, an average reduction of 26 
per cent. Forty-four of these 172 men did not reduce the number 
of workstock, 62 disposed of 1 or 2 head, 43 disposed of 3 or 4 head, 
and 23 of more than 4 head. On these 172 farms 1 horse was kept 
for each 28.0 acres (total acres, not crop acres) before purchase of trac- 
tors, and at the time of the survey there was 1 horse for each 37.7 
acres. Jor all the farms an average of 1 horse was kept for each 27.6 
acres before the purchase of tractors, and there was 1 for each 37.9 
acres at the time of the investigation. 

With the tractors doing the bulk of the work of plowing and fitting 
the ground, the cultivation of corn was the operation which required 
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the greatest amount of horse labor in the shortest time on most of 
these farms. However, on only 105 of the 286 farms were all the 
workstock used for cultivation, and on only 38 of the remainder 
were they all used for any other one operation. On just half of the 
farms the workstock were not all used for any one operation. 

Individual farms varied greatly in the cost of power furnished by 
both horses and tractors; and by more careful management many 
farmers could doubtless reduce this cost. Repair costs and fuel 
consumption of the tractors in many cases could have been reduced 
by more careful operation. The cost of keeping workstock could 
have been reduced on many farms by more careful feeding practices. 
The facts that on 20 of the farms the workstock did less than 40 days 
of work per head during the year and that on half of the farms they 
were not all used for any single operation indicate that the greatest 
possible use was not being made of the available power represented 
by the horses. Hither more work could have been accomplished by 
more efficient use of the horses on hand, or the number of horses kept 
could have been reduced and the cost of the operation of the farm - 
correspondingly decreased. 

The average annual cost of power for the drawbar work on the 
home farm which was done with tractors was equal to the cost of 
keeping 2.1 head of workstock, and this is practically the average 
number displaced per farm. On the basis of present prices, how- 
ever, the cost of keeping workstock has declined consideralbly more 
shar the cost of operating tractors. 

Since, during the year covered by the investigation, the cost of 
power on the average farm was no greater than if it had all been fur- 
nished by horses, any saving in man-labor costs, any gain due to 
getting a larger amount of work done in a given time, and possibly 
other advantages connected with the use of tractors which can not 
be measured directly in dollars and cents, might be considered clear 
profit. On many of the farms, however, where there was no change in 
acreage, and where no workstock was displaced it is doubtful if such 
gains were great enough to balance the cost of operating the tractors. 

AREAS IN WHICH INVESTIGATION WAS MADE. 

Table 1 shows the counties visited in each State, the number of 
farmers from whom records were obtained, and the average size of 
their farms. The location of the counties is shown in figure 1. 

In each area the average size of the farms where tractors are 
owned is considerably greater than the average size of all farms, and 
this fact must be borne in mind in interpreting any of the data con- 
tained in this bulletin. The proportions of the entire acreage de- 
voted to different crops, the practices followed in preparing the 
ground, planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crops on the farms 
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visited, however, are very similar to those on other farms in the 
respective areas. 

- TaBLE 1.—Location, number, and size of farms. 

Average | Average 
Number | sizeof | number 

2ST offarms.| farms | ofcrop 
(acres). | acres. 

—= | 

Madison County ~On0 2-8 2755 ee ns Sn en en See eee eee | 34 363 276 
Senecs County SOnie! . 42250. ee atl Sees et ee eee ee ee 34 202 140 
MadisomCounty. Endiana ss: sane a eet eee oe ee ee i oe ree ee 42 218 176 
Montroniery. County; Indiana 2: Eso es ee ee EN eee 56 270 205 
iEivineston County ELM OS: 3a) ee ee ee een eee ee eee 60 247 211 
Knex County, MMos sie 558 ek tees ee ee Sek ee eee La OER 60 256 198 

PATE oe: Se sesh: ies ee eek OE Si sare ete ee peace eee. 2 286 | 258 201 

mui 
Ei ay 

ae 
TT Ptr aR 

Fig. 1.—Areas in which investigation was made. 

Madison County, Ohio.——The average size of all farms in this 
county, as determined by the 1920 census of agriculture, is 164 acres. 
Corn is the principal crop, occupying in 1919 about 46 acres per farm. 
A considerable part of the corn is cut by hand and husked by hand 
from the shock. Where this practice is followed no horse labor is 
used in the corn harvest except for hauling the husked corn from the 

- field to the crib. | 
Wheat is the crop next in importance from the standpoint of 

acreage. ‘There was an average of 28 acres per farm in this crop in 
1919. Wheat usually follows corn in the rotation. It is sown after 
the corn is cut, without any preparation of the ground except disking. 
Oats is usually planted in the same way. Oats occupied an acreage 
less than half as great as that of wheat in 1919. 
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Seneca County, Ohio.—The average size of all farms in this county, 
as determined by the census of agriculture, is about 107 acres. ‘The 
principal crops in order of the acreage occupied in 1919 are wheat, 
corn, hay, and oats. The acreage in corn in 1920 on the farms 
visited was slightly greater than the acreage in wheat, but the per- 
centage of the acreage in corn was less on the farms visited in this 
county than in any other area. 
A large part of the corn grown is ensiled, or cut and shocked and 

later run through a husker-shredder. Corn binders are used more 
generally in this county than in any other visited. As in Madison 
County, Ohio, wheat usually follows corn in the rotation, and is 
planted after the corn is cut, with no seed-bed preparation except 
disking. Commercial fertilizer is appled with wheat on most farms 
in both areas. 

Madison County, Indiana.—The average size of all farms in this 
county is 84 acres, less than in any other county included in the in- 
vestigation. The size of the farms visited in this county, however, 
was larger than of those visited in Seneca County, Ohio. 

The principal crops in order of the acreage occupied in 1919 are 
corn, wheat, oats, and hay. The portion of the corn in this area 
husked from the standing stalk is greater than in either of the Ohio 
areas. 
Wheat usually follows corn in the rotation, and on some farms part 

of it is sown with a one-horse drill between the rows of standing corn, 
without any preparation of the ground. 

Montgomery County, Indiana.—The average size of all farms in 
this county is 118 acres. The chief crops in order of the acreage 
occupied in 1919 were corn, oats, hay, and wheat. In both of the 
Ohio areas and in Madison County, Indiana, wheat occupies a greater 
acreage than oats, while the reverse is true of this county and the 
two visited in Illinois. 

Oats is usually sown on land which was planted to corn the pre- 
vious year, and with end-gate seeders capable of covering an average 
of 30 to 50 acres per day. A large part of the corn is husked from the 
standing stalk. 

In both the Indiana areas motor trucks are used very generally 
for hauling on the road. A few of the farmers visited in these areas 
owned motor trucks with which they did the bulk of their road 
hauling during the year, and nearly all the remainder hired trucks to 
haul part of their produce to market. On this account the amount 
of road hauling done with horses was less in these areas than in the 
Ohio and Illinois areas. 

LIningston County, Illinois.—According to the 1920 census the 
farms in this county have an average size of 171 acres. Corn and 
oats are the principal crops. In 1919 there were on the average only 
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7 acres per farm in wheat and practically the same acreage in hay. 
The acreage devoted to these two crops was less in this county than 
in any other studied. 

The average size of the farms in this county is greater than in any 
other county studied in the investigation. However, the average 
size of the farms visited in this county was considerably less than 
those visited in some of the other areas. 

Knox County, Illinois—The average size of the farms in this 
county is 153 acres. In 1919 there were about 42 acres per farm in 
corn, 20 acres in oats, 9 acres in wheat, and 15 acres in hay. 

In both Illinois areas corn is practically all husked from the standing 
stalk. A considerable part of the corn is sold, most of which is shelled 
before being marketed. Endgate seeders are used almost universally 
for sowing oats. 

Table 2 gives the acreages in different crops during the year cov- 
ered by the investigation on the farms visited in the different areas. 

TABLE 2.—Acreages in different crops in different areas. 

[A verages. ] 

: | = 
# AS a = Crop acres. z. S 

& S 

= feel, ale e loa 
=) ea] ¢ Oe = eS Area. - Ba leeleg (as | S$ | &e 
= 3 ae | DP cS 0) Sete Crateey 
B) 2 |2| 2 |2°|22 |" |24) 2 | & lz 
A OWE OO O88 Rt eal ees a aie 

Madison County, Ohio....-..-.. 34 | 129.0 | 50.8 | ASS i2| O86, sae 29.6 | 22.4 | 276.1 | 86.9 | 363.0 
Seneca County, Ohio........... 34 | 40.6 38. 9 | 180; 2.1] 1.4 | 32.2 | 6.9 | 140.1 | 61.8 | 202.0 
Madison County, Ind........... 42| 66.0 | 39.41189]. 3.1] .4] 30.1] 18.3 | 176.2 | 41.9 | 218.1 
Montgomery County, Ind.....- 56 | 83.1 | 32.3 | 38.7] 49 -1 | 28.0 | 17.6 | 204.7 | 64.8 | 269.5 
Livingston County, Ill......-.. GOP} 100052 |5 726.) 76031 ee lets 12.2] 5.2 | 210.8 | 36.5 | 247.3 
KnoxiCountysl: 3. fe ee. cto CO" ST ATs | 4925 OF ee 25.2 | 6.3 | 198.0 | 58.0 | 256.0 

ets © ht ets ie aie 286 89.6 | 28.0 | 44.1 et 3 | 25.1 | 12.0 | 201.2 | 56.4 | 257.6 
| 

In each area corn is the principal crop; it has the greatest acreage 
and makes the heaviest demands upon power and man-labor. The 
practices in growing and harvesting the different crops are quite simi- 
lar in the different areas, with the exception of the harvesting of corn, 
and the common methods used in each area have been outlined above. 

The land is generally level in all areas, and on the farms visited 
the fields were usually large enough to permit the efficient operation 
of tractors. On very few farms were any fields less than 10 acres 
in size included in the regular rotation. 
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SIZE AND AGE OF TRACTORS. 

Table 3 shows the number of tractors of different sizes on the farms 

in the different areas. 

TABLE 3.—Numober of tractors of the different sizes on the 286 farms studied. 

ies Number | I-plow | 2plow | 3-plow | 4plow | 5-plow 
: | of farms.| tractor. | tractors. | tractors. | tractors. | tractor. 

Madison County, Ohioes22 2... 5-25 -2c5e 4 34 il 26 6 BU Di sees 
Seneca iCounty, ODIO. 528 i. ads ae < sais =f BE |e protease | 22 11 AN aropremenere 
Madison County ain sss) ss oe ees AD): | He Beem UT | 34 al AR ake 1 
Montgomery, County, ind =2 52 Ss... 528e Gi) WRB ee see | 31 7s Bae Sora SAE tceTioG 
Mivinestom Countyplleees qae2 sae oe eae GOP Be saa eeenl 29 27 AN ice saptds 
Ker Ox COUME YW Seer sk oc carton eit 60) ase 32 28 in| 0 Ace ees eee eee 

ROAR yc oe ae eae a eee ise 286 1 174 104 6 1 

The 2-plow size predominated in each area. However, the pro- 
portion of farmers using this size was considerably greater in the 
Ohio areas and in Madison Co., Indiana, than it was in Montgomery 
Co., Indiana and in the two Illinois areas. 

Every farmer visited had used his tractor for at least one full 
year’s work. ‘The number of months the tractors of different sizes 
had been owned at the time of the investigation is given in Table 4. 

TaBLE 4.—Numober of tractors of different ages on the 286 farms studied. 

Nee 1-plow | 2-plow | 3-plow | 4-plow | 5-plow All 
Be: tractor. | tractors. | tractors. | tractors. | tractor. sizes. 

HASINI OM LOS OMLCSS See eee eee tence eons 1 74 29 2a) en ape sek 106 
EFM O 2 OFAN OTUGING He sree fey oe cm See ai aces Sor aoe eee 60 39 y1 TNs ole 100 
PME OLS Sat OURS Ss ee eee ieee Ser ee ell cite eee 28 20 | eee ae § 49 
SOMMOMLNSIAM GUOVeLs = esc oe se ences crease cere sans 12 16 2 1 31 

TANGY CR Sa oa ate Seneca eee ele 1 174 104 6 1 286 

The one 1-plow tractor had been used just one year, and the 
5-plow tractor had been used four years. 

The farmers were visited in October and November, and those 
who had owned their tractors 14 months or less had used them for 
just one full year’s work. The men who had owned their tractors 
from 15 to 26 months had used them for one and a half or two years; 
those who had owned their tractors 27 to 38 months had used them 
two and a half or three years; and those who had owned their 
tractors 39 months and over had done more than three full years 
of work with them. 

Sixty-five per cent of the tractors which had been owned two 
years and less were 2-plow machines. However, only 50 per cent 
of those that had been owned over 2 years were of the 2-plow size. 
On the average, the 2-plow tractors had been owned 21 months, 
the 3-plow tractors 25 months, and all tractors 23 months. 

56390°—21— Bull. 997-2 
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WORKSTOCK. 

' The total number of workstock of different kinds, their weight, 
and their value on the farms in different areas at the time of the 
investigation are given in Table 5. 

TaBLE 5.—Numober of workstock, their weight and value, in different areas. 

Mares. Geldings. Mules. 

Num- 
ber - 

JARED of | Num_| Aver ee Num.| 4Ver- oe Num-| 4ver- a 
fares per age .| val-| ber. | 28°.| val- | ber. |, 28°. | val- weight. 1, a weight! 6 weight ne 

; : Lbs. |Dolls. Lbs. |Dolls Lbs. |Dolls. 
Madison County, Ohio.............. 34 168 | 1,409 | 156 75 | 1,394 | 150 19 | 1,143 161 
Seneca County,/Ohions. 2. 32-2 se.. 34 103 | 1,448 | 148 56 | 1,446 | 142 6 | 1,075 212 
Madison County, Ind......---...... 42| 136/1,405| 134| 69|1,355] 125 4|1,050} 120 
Montgomery County, Ind.......... 56 162 | 1,388 | 128] 111 | 1,344] 181 47 | 1,075 186 
bivingston CountyAllles= ess. ee 60 293 | 1,367 | 151 172 | 1,331 126 36 | 1,189 159 
Ken oxCoum tyler se eae 60 222 | 1,820 | 123] 165] 1,298} 119 34 | 1,130 204 

ANT Se cee nee eee ears Set ee Oo 286 | 1,084 | 1,372 | 140 | 648 | 1,350; 129] 146 | 1,125 180 

The larger number of mares than geldings in each area indicates 
that when disposing of surplus workstock these farmers have usually 
sold geldings in preference to mares. Mules were found on 56 of 
the 286 farms, and on most of these 56 there was but one span, 
the average number per farm where mules were used being 2.6. 

The number of colts in comparison to the number of workstock on 
these farms is shown in Table 6. The number of “other” colts in- 
cludes all young stock which had not been broken to harness. Most 
of them were foaled in 1919 and 1918, but some young horses and 
mules foaled in 1917 had never been worked. For all farms there 

was only one 1920 colt for each 16.9 head of workstock, and on more 
than three-fourths of the farms there were no 1920 colts. Only 10 
per cent of the mares on these farms raised colts during the year of 
the investigation. 

TaBLE 6.—Number of workstock and number of colts in different areas. 

| 
Number Number Number of 1920 | Number of 

Area. offarms. ae colts. other colts. 

Madison. County, Ohiosscascsce eee eee eee 34 262 | 21 (11 farms) ....| 127 (24farms). 
Senecai County sNObioss5a5.)s5e5 eae eee 34 165 | 8 (6farms).....- 30 (16 farms). 
MadisoniCounty, Indiana ssa) oo) seen eee 42 209 | 19 (12farms)..-.-.| 68 (16 farms). 
Montgomery County, Indiana................... 56 320 | 11 (8 farms) ..... 40 (17 farms). 
Mivingston\ County, TlLinois:--... o. 225-2625 o eee 60 501 | 27 (15farms).-...| 83 (30 farms). 
Ken oxaCoumbyrllinolscen aan seeeeeeeres eee eee 60 421 | 25 (14farms)..--] 63 (20 farms). 

INI SOEE SANG Aopen Pa ctcta eye SpE CK 2 cae 286 1,878 | 111 (66 farms)...) 411 (123 farms). 
NR pr HP am ek 9 
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The practices with regard to keeping workstock and raising colts 
on these farms where tractors are owned are probably not exactly 
typical of all farms in the same communities, but the figures do indi- 
cate that there has been a marked decrease in the number of colts 

raised on these farms, and that at the present rate not enough colts 
are being produced for replacement. 

SIZE OF FARM. 

On farms of similar type, the number of crop acres is closely corre- 
lated with the amount of horse and tractor work, and for the pur- 
pose of comparing these items the farms here have been arranged 
according to the number of crop acres in each. ‘The area in rotation 
pasture during the year of the investigation has been included in 
the crop area, so that the number of crop acres in a farm as used here 
is the total number of acres in the regular rotation. Land in blue- 
erass and other land which has been in pasture for a number of years, 
even though improved and tillable, was not included in the crop area. 
Of course, the rotation on different farms and in different areas 

varied somewhat, and the practices on different farms also varied, so 
that the number of crop acres in a farm did not determine entirely 
the amount of power required for operating it. 

The number of crop acres in the different farms was as follows: 

Farms. Crop acres. 

CE A aes an ae de aaah MEANS Be Ogee SIN a a Less than 80 

Te) 3 cits ab os ce Geer ie cae hy Eek lpn da aed Haiti AM Aa len Sek RI Se 80 to 119 

TA ey beets Oe ANOS AAA ye UL Se ee ae aly e We eimai Otc) aan ae 120 to 159 

BNO SR SE RE ak SE er Renetee ERE eft UI AU yet ieee ce 160 to 199 

ANG  icsct is EHS el acco Ro RCS UNECE Sa a OORT ut Le 8 an Rel Sa a 200 to 239 

BE A A ces ay aR UR hg © i ak SU ie ZA ier aa A, Aaa RO Ng Oe 240 to 279 

Te ea ae eI Ne asl Ado RM Ze RCSF OD 280 to 319 

Faye | Giles Fe Asie) BALL et a det oh a VE Ge pie ask 8 i Oe he ee 320 or more 

These figures indicate that most of the tractors owned in these 
areas are on the larger farms. The average total size of all farms in 
the 6 counties is not over 120 acres. 

On the average, the number of crop acres on the farms visited is 
about 80 per cent of the total acres. If the same ratio of crop acres 
to total acres holds for all farms in these counties, the average number 
of crop acres for all farms is not far from 100. In other words, some- 
thing like half the farms in these 6 counties contain 100 or less crop 
acres. But only 35 of the 286 farms on which tractors are owned, 
one-eighth of the total, contain less than 120 crop acres. | 

The number of acres in the different crops on the farms of different 
sizes is shown in Table 7. In each group, corn is the principal crop 
and occupies a greater acreage than all the small grains combined. 
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TABLE 7.—Acreages in different crops on farms of different sizes. 

ZB Acres in crops. so) g 

5 Bm | 3 
S Biel 
= = ug | oc = &B | og 

Crop acres in farm. 2) S So) a Qs = ok 
5 AR nas a tH Sr =) 5 ° Sion 3 

4 3 etl oy [eee | Soe ol eeeniees 
ELE 12 | 2188/88/27 /c2| 8 | € |s 
Zi Wir Oy | On Se erosse Ey alec Be |} <4 /e 

GCSSAUNATN SO ae ee 5 a ed TEN) PREOWNOS 7} nS SOc eee 15.0) 1.4] 64.8 | 38.0 | 102.8 
SOR VILG Foca y ie SAE ie ee ee 28 41.8 | 18.0 | 19.6 6 | =i. 1) 1659 3.4 | 101.4 38.1 | 139.5 
20159 Sak Set eee Phe a eee 4 SE 1 60.2 | 18.2 | 28.5 UGTA PBB g 7.5 | 137.1 | 42.0 | 179.1 
GO 1.00 BS ee een tee Ne Rn ee 56 79.2 | 24.4 | 37.5 | 2.3 oA 2570 |) “958 1 179) Sal 542 eedaeo 
0250 eae RA eae eal 47 96.8 | 25.1 | 53: 2 IR eocaan 21.7 | 16.7 | 215.4 | 61.1 | 276.5 
A Oe arent Serta oe Oe oo Ee a || IPAS || Bis 7 Skee il |) Rae eso 30. 2 ONT |) 25854) | *5Ont a | eShao 
ZOOS 1G RS Sis PE es ee Be 19 | 130.1 | 34.4 74, 1 | ee | a ae PA Bis |7Bh CC || CBR GS | AlaG) | Ria 

SZUIANGIOVET= nee e eee eee i 2ednel 8956S Tod: |8on9 leno. 2m | ener 48.0 | 30.6 | 430.7 |109.2 | 539.9 

PAN tak oe ees age eee ees! 286 | 89.6 | 28. 0 | 44,1 | 2.1 so | 20s L |) L250 0201025) 56245 825756 

SIZE OF FARM AND SIZE OF TRACTOR. 

The number of tractors of different sizes on the farms of different 
sizes (as measured by the number of crop acres) is shown in Table 8. 

TaBLE 8.—Number of tractors of different sizes on farms of different sizes. 

: Number | 1-plow 2-plow | 3-plow | 4-plow 5-plow 
Size of farms (crop acres). of farms. | tractor. | tractors. | tractors. | tractors. tector 

TM ESSHUH ANT SO seri goe ee aie ee ae see e eee Ul aa e een 5 pes panels yale se 
SOG OWI Geers ee tae ee tae ees ea eae 28 1 22 LS eee s ees [oS te yr 
ZO COL SO Seat rat ces nes Sie ee te yes pe ak ee epee (Aig eee a 52 SY Wee nn He eo foes 
GORE ORI QO ics rs a ey rio a cfapeeeeanicicisee eee Hel caer ape 29 26 ba Rag Ce 
200 COIZSO ae ae ee eee oa ee ects AT al ce Sais a 27 18 OF Visi GR FR 
ZAC O21 02 5 es See aac ees 367 |Saoeaar ee 18 18) |. Soo aS ee eee 
DSO iE OSD Se eer ey toe ee eee een ay agers 1 ba bys enero 10 Qo ere tees eee 
SZOOESINOLC eats ns es oe eee 22) |e te 11 ji 3 1 

ROG Se RRS ee Sen ee ae el a 286 1 174 | 1045s 6 1 

Seventy-five per cent of the farms with less than 160 crop acres 
were equipped with 2-plow tractors, and 53 per cent of those with 160 
or more crop acres were equipped with this size of machine. 

WORKSTOCK ON FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES. 

The average number of workstock, the number of days of horse 
labor per farm, and the number of days’ work per head on the farms 
of different sizes during the year of the investigation are shown in 
Table 9. The number of days’ work per head was obtained by divid- 
ing the number of days’ work on the farm by the number of workstock 
kept. Each farmer gave the number of hours which are considered 
a full day’s work on his farm both for the workstock and for the 
tractor, and the average is practically 10 hours for each. 

The number of workstock varied considerably on farms of the same 
size. Likewise the number of days of horse labor per farm varied 
considerably, depending upon the acreages and yields of the different 
crops, upon the practices followed in preparing the seed bed, planting, 
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cultivating, and harvesting, upon the amount of horse labor used in 
caring for live stock and for miscellaneous work, and upon the 
amount of work done with the tractor. 

TaBLE 9.—Number of workstock, days’ of horse labor, and days’ work per head on farms 
of different sizes. 

Horse Days’ 
Number | labor per 

13 Number work per 
Size of farm (crop acres). wa | Of work- | farm per 

of farms. Stocks year, head pet 

days. SN 

JUGS THIGTINE RRR Ae See eo ene Rao BOO EE Samora ser see 7 3. 4 203. 2 59. 7 
SO HONS Be Paes RSA eI oe ce ees cot dn es Ee 28 3.9 239. 4 64.0 
TED) HO) aa eR Se hs ee hy A A Ee eee Rete oe 71 5.1 319. 0 66. 4 
LG OSU OBL OG ereretersr pers ara fame ares eich (ate ee ie wearers Ree sete 56 6.2 416. 5 70.1 
PAYA V ECO) PARE es Re eR ee pa ane a pg SAP a Se 47 7.4 449. 6 62.5 
TED OPC SEIS SEB CSUs rao NOROU BE OHO RE SEE B Os ES Sere erie em ae ete 36 8.0 532. 9 70.9 
ZSONG OFT Diag eee tea ae a a ete ALS ore he de ieee iat Sat cae la 19 9.3 587. 6 66. 4 
SVD ENIG LOWE SS Ge Be ao sop GORE Cie M CORE RAe SOE RESCH tte iaarat ler 22 12.5} 1,070.1 91.7 

DANE ae meat tee Risshars es a BN er to es RE Sa ase eh oa ah 286 6.8 451.5 68. 6 

The number of days’ work per head, being dependent upon both 
the entire amount of horse labor used on the farm and the number of 
workstock kept, likewise showed great variations, ranging from less 
than 40 to more than 100 days. The size of the farm in itself had 

very little bearing on the number of days’ work per horse. While the 
average for the farms with 320 or more crop acres is considerably 
higher than for the other sizes, the horses worked less than 70 days 
per head on 6 of the 22 farms. Figure 2 shows the number of farms 
with different amounts of work per horse during the year. 

Days Work per Horse | Number of Farms 
2, 

40 
60M >. - /99s ei 
BOs F999) 2a 
100 and over...... 

Fic, 2.—Variation in number of days’ work per horse 

WORK DONE BY TRACTOR. 

The average number of days of drawbar and belt work on the 
home farm and of custom work done by the tractors on farms of 
different sizes are shown in Table 10. 

There was a larger percentage of small machines on the smaller 
farms than on the larger ones, and to this extent the number of days 
work per year is not a true index of the actual amount of work done 
by the tractors on the farms of different sizes. The table does show, 
however, the relative importance of the different classes of work. 
The number of days of drawbar work on the home farm increases 
quite regularly with the increase in the size of the farm, and on the 
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average the men on the smaller farms did a somewhat greater amount 
of custom work with their tractors during the year of the investigation. 

For the entire 286 farms, 76.3 per cent of the work the tractors 
did, as measured in days, was drawbar work on the home farm, 8.8 
per cent was belt work at home, 6.5 per cent was drawbar custom 
work, and 8.4 per cent was belt custom work. 

TABLE 10.—Days of tractor work on farms of different sizes. 

| Days of work on Days of custom 
homefarm. ie ; 

Size offarm (crop acres). Number R Ae 

raw- Draw- 
bar Belt. bark Belt 

Wess hans OMe ee Cer eh ees | 7 ileal 2.0 4.0 5.9 23.0 
(pl Ld (C0 Js ce a A aeons a oe Sc ee pe een A oe Ce 28 176 &) F533 2.3 See 25. 2 

ZOE ORTHO ae es Ei aRee be abe oral Te a 71 19.1 33 Al 2.6 Bh 7 28.5 
GORE ORO Geer a Mes aN flere acne cere eee 56 Wey. I 3.0 2D, 2.4 29.7 
ZOO ORZSO ee ek ead Nl a fi een ie | 47 26. 0 74 i 11533 183 30. 7 
PAO TE O21 eee ie ee eee ate eat MR eco etait 36 28. 5 Qual 1.9 1.6 34.1 
PAO) TOS Lie) e el arabe airs pera Gots nee ne LU ALES EST ANTE te 19 BLS 2 2.0 5) 0. 4 35.6 

S20 CUOVERe ea ees esis eras ee see eee 22 32.6 3.9 1.0 4.3 41.8 

TARTS Senet eoars Las Pa) TRC Vie ea 286 2345 Zakk 2.0 2.6 30. 8 

| — 

Size of Farm Days of Work 

(Crop Acres) a 

Less than80__ 
SOs Ge we 
20's 15922: 
(10) ISS ee 
200; 2239.03 
ZA0 2 is 
2 80- am 
320 and over. 

7 1\ ) tae sea mmntes Li ee : a. — a 

ams Drawhar Work, Home Farm. == Drawbhar Work, Custom 
cz Be/t Work, Home farm. - 7 Be/t Work, Custom 

Fic. 3.—Days of work per year done by tractors on farms of different sizes. 

On the farms with less than 80 crop acres the drawbar work on the 
home farm constituted only about 48 per cent of the total; and on 
those with 80 to 119 crop acres it constituted about 69 per cent of 
the total. On the farms with 280 to 319 crop acres, drawbar work 
at home constituted 89 per cent of the total, and on those with 320 

or more crop acres, it constituted about 78 per cent of the total. 
Figure 3 shows graphically the relative importance of the different 

kinds of work on the farms of different sizes, and illustrates the error 
which would be made in assuming that the entire usefulness of a 
tractor is confined to work where it competes directly with horses. 

The number of days of work done by an individual tractor'depended - 
upon the particular field operations for which it was used, the amount 
of belt and custom work done, and to a certain extent upon the 
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amount of time it was out of running order when it was needed, as 
well as upon the size of the farm. The variation in the number of 
days’ work done during the year by the entire 286 machines is shown 
in figure 4. Nine of the machines were used for less than 10 ouye 

and 7 for 60 or more. 
The number of days of drawbar and belt work on the home farm 

and of custom work done by the 2-plow and 3-plow tractors is given 
in Table 11. The number of tractors of sizes other than the 2 and 
3 plow is not great enough to afford an accurate comparison. ‘The 
3-plow tractors did considerably more belt work both on the home 
farm and for the neighbors than did the 2-plow machines. The 
drawbar work on the home farm constituted 80 per cent of the total 
work done by the 2-plow tractors and only 71 per cent of that done 
by the 3-plow machines. 

Days per year Number of Tractors 

Less a aee (Oz cao | ; 

20 - soak 
SHON IS Re es 
AOE AG: 
15 0 grass 1S AS aiberage 
60 and over ____ 

Fic. 4.—Variation in number of days tractors were used per year. 

TABLE 11.—Days work per year done by 2-plow and 3-plow tractors. 

Days of work on Days of custom 
home farm. work. 

Size of tractor. Number. Total. 

Draw- Draw- 
Bart Belt. inane Belt. 

PATO RA IE EA Rea RENE a 174 25.8 ull 2.6 1.8 3253 
SEO) ORI Ss SS AS Boke Ce ee Nae ates pelos 104 20. 2 3.5 1.3 3.5 28. 5 

DRAWBAR WORK. 

The 23.5 days of drawbar work on the home farm which the 
average tractor did was divided among the following operations: 

Days. 

JOA O NG ates 3 AO A A aS ie RO ORES Ne ee el en ea 12. 4 

Disking, harrowing, and other work in fitting ground. ....... 7.6 

Citar ecorannes ee eee nema miceeeees Satna eS Le 8 ete sa) 

ondinpranid vive alarre shia yeae melee eis pepe ogee Lyn Ske ees yk .4 
Oe tees oie anes tcp ae tee ale i A are Lvs ahah ep ewer oa) —.exee, is 1.6 

Although the tractors on these farms were used more for plowing 
than for any other drawbar operation, the amount of time spent on 
other work almost equaled that spent in plowing. 

The “other”? drawbar work, which amounted to 1.6 days for the 
average tractor, consisted of many operations, such as cultivating 
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corn, drawing the corn binder or corn picker, hauling manure, and 
drilling grain, but less than 10 per cent of the farmers used their 
tractors for any one of these operations and on the average the length 
of time the tractors were used for any one was less than the time 
they were used for drawing the wagon and hay loader. 

The average number of days the 2 and 3 plow tractors were used 
on the different drawbar operations and the average number of 
acres covered per day by each are shown in Table 12. 

TABLE 12.—Average number of days per year 2-plow and 3-plow tractors were used for 
different drawbar operations and average number of acres covered per day. 

[174 two-plow tractors and 104 three-plow tractors.] 

2-plow. | | 3-plow. 

Operation. 
Days per | Acres per, Days per | Acres per 

year. day. year. day. 

Spring plowing? oe eke oe ee ee ee ee Saeeraete 7.9 6. 62 6.3 8. 63 
SHAME TOW AN Bes op hao wears cree oe ee TEP Toe Tee ED Se Eee Es Dealt 6. 46 5. 2 8. 62 
JON chavee ss Seis hotell ann eae erie ae Ree ee OE A aoe 4.0 21. 60 2.3 30. 78 
Diskingin' combinations ssssses ee see ee eee eee 3.4 19. 69 4.0 23. 83 
Harrowing, rolling: Ct@= 22s seese-s eee eae 1a 39. 05 2 51.38 
Drawing Nay loader cc. soe. tee eee ae 4 10. 50 4 11. 57 
Cuttingerains 228 eee eee 1.9 19. 73 -9 23. 22 
Other Work 3.2 )\.0.0 hes so-so cce ol on A ee 2.0 | Can - Rae SOU ase 

PISO CA Sy asic ease cys tata ae SC ECs Qa persia ee Ea ioe ER 25.8) laeme aoe 2052) \2 Sapte 

There was little variation in the amount of ground covered per day 
by the tractors at the various operations in the different areas. The 
average number of acres covered per day, at least in plowing, on the 
farms visited in this investigation is evidently very near the average 
of all farms in this section. Reports from over 600 Illinois tractor 
owners to the Department of Agriculture in 1917 and 1918, as sum- 
marized in Farmers’ Bulletin 963, “Tractor Experience in Illinois,” 
showed that the 2-plow machines covered an average of 64 acres per 
day of 10 net working hours and 3-plow machines 8? acres. Reports 
from about 70 farmers in McLean County, Illinois, in 1918 and 1919, 
and summarized in Department Bulletin 814, ‘““A Standard Day’s 
Work in Central Illinois,” showed that 2-plow tractors covered 7.0 
acres per day in spring plowing and 6.4 acres per day in fall plowing, 
and that 3-plow tractors covered 8.7 acres per day in the spring and 
8.1 acres in the fall. 

Table 12 shows that the 2-plow tractors were used more exten- 
sively than the 3-plow machines for the light operations of harrowing, 
rolling, etc., and cutting grain. In disking, the 2-plow machines 
pulled disks alone a greater part of the time while the 3-plow machines 
usually pulled harrows or other light implements in combination 
with the disks. 
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Table 13 shows the number of owners of 2 and 3 plow tractors who 
used their machines on the different operations: 

TaBLE 13.—Number of owners using their tractors on the different operations. 

Owners using 2- Owners using 3- 
Operation. plow tractors for plow tractors for 

operation specified. | operation specified. 

Number. | Per cent. | Number. | Per cent. 
Blowine (sprin so Onfallyj. yee ase eek Sirah ciel ie tia ec eyheae All 100 All 100 
ie UDG ING) CLE asia a hoe Se aeo ato HOC SOU Se ESSE RO bEe Gamer ae 95 55 46 44 
Pulling disksin combination with harrows, rollers, or plankers. . 101 58 64 62 
ullingyharrows, rollerswete. \alone@ss sence cee sne ataleeleccineie as 53 30 7 ith 
PAW Id ON val OAM OLS ite eee er celenpe ree lero clate te eis Pe ee ean ee 2 ae 24 14 13 12 
IDK alae Casitiah sa Oia Che a eanR Seb Hen aCe MAO era Re oAbe see 101 58 27 26 
Other draw-bar work on home farm. .:.... 02.2 ...2..2.-2222-.5- 62 36 16 15 

Fig. 5.—Tractors did 85 per cent of all the plowing on these farms. 

Plowing.—Table 14 shows the average number of acres plowed 
during the year, and the number plowed with tractors and with horses 
in both the spring and fall on farms of different sizes. A little over 
half of the crop area of the farms was plowed during the year. 
Eighty-five per cent of all this plowing was done with the tractors; 
81 per cent of the spring plowing was done with them, and 91 per 
cent of the fall plowing. Every man interviewed had used his 
tractor for some plowing during the year, and 140 of the 286 had 
done all of their plowing with tractors. (See fig. 5.) 

56390°—21—Bull. 9973 
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TaBLE 14.—Plowing done with tractors and with horses on farms of different sizes. 

; Spri lowing. Fa wing. 
Average Paraciiane. e Thplowing : eG: Gam 

: Nainbor acres of total 

Size offarm (cropiacres): | Grtarms. plod Acres | Acres Acres Acres plowed 
| ¢ e an with with with with a a a3 

Rea tractors. | horses. | tractors. | horses. 

Acres. | Acres. Acres. Acrés Acres. Per cent. 
LCS aM OK See eee pe oee ee eee | 7 33.0 26.0 es 4.7 0 93.0 
SOLE On G Nene any ein Beare ele, mane yee = | 28 55.9 Bonz 2.9 16.5 1.3 92.5 
20 GOMSO Bacio cere ee ee oe 71 72.0 Bile one 27.7 ie) 90.6 
HG OREO O eae oe oe eS 56 95. 4 49.1 9.3 34.4 2.6 87.5 
ZOO OR23 Orne ree ra eee epee eeu | 47 16S & 60.4 5.6 45.3 Dee 93.1 
DA FOR 1 are: siege oe ee eae 36 140.8 59.8 14.4 58.5 8.1 84.0 
DSO Ovs lO anemic ee eee 19 147.6 67.0 1h 65. 2 4.2 89.6 
SZ 0A GrOMCla ns eee 22 213.9 93.0 63.2 42.2 L5ed 63.2 

Nie aatnebier ge nse 236 | 105.4 52.1 ius 37.7 3.8 | 85.2 

For all farms about 60 per cent of the plowing was done in the spring 
and in each size group a greater acreage was plowed in the spring than 
in the fall. The areas differed considerably, however, in their prac- 

tice with regard to spring and fall plowing. The percentage of the 
plowing done in the spring on the farms visited in the different areas 
was as follows: i : 

Per cent. 

nee Madisdn. County, Obio:s208) ois Be hae) Sige ee eee ere gs 
‘Seneca’ County, Ohio... 3.8) ee) aes ot oad Ces Sate ee eile 
‘Madison’ County, Imd=.: 40 1. rn ee ee eee bey et a 74 
Montgomery. County clad G22 tts sete a aan a een e encetee sae eee 72 
invangston County, Wiles eye Beare is: eae ie e panei Aw eee © 23 
Knox: Gowmtiiys (Els 2 22 ee eet neg ee eee [Se ee 59 

The areas did not differ greatly in the percentage of the total plow- 
ing done with tractors. In all, 267 of the 286 men did some plowing 
in the spring and 225 did some fall plowing. : 

Spring. plowing.—The number of men on farms of different sizes 
who did all the spring plowing with tractors, those who used both 
tractor and horses, and those who used horses only was as shown in 
Table 15. | os see 

Tasie 15.—Kind of power used for spring nlowing on farms of different sizes. 

| 
| , - | Farmers | 

met | Number | -PAuMerS using, sce 
Size of farms (crop acres). | of tractors | “actors | ates 

| farmers onl Scant 
| y- horses. | oe 

NSESSu Mae SO so Re eee aoe hs ee ae | 7 5 2) Wacrs See ee 
SAO) HCO oT IRS pe nee na RM aS ea denn. wrap raids 2 plesk es | ‘28 21 Y fi (page 
ZOMG OR DOE eee 5 ee 8 MAR eS a a en 65 Al 223 1 
HN GORCOMLO OE ets Re tee cee ee erie Sort ae eae oor a Jon 27 Zou lee 1 
ZOO OZSO Ras ret Eo Eos SA ae gd a ee 43 |. 23 19 uf 
PANO TiO) PARE) = als te Cle itil she ae Mey UL matinee DUS Rh ie woes RI i ae 31 12 1 io yal (Re ees 
2S (Nat OVS EG RS my oe aha se eek pce da es a eg 18 9 Qi eet nee 
TOAD) Ole TOT VOTRE she eR aires hres ely tale alate Se yea au Ge SA ti ado) Fo 22 4 17 1 

BOY REN | cy ia are ea, COI iris < War gee elem ce ate esiioa bil ania ef 267 142. 121 4 
EXE) PCa 5 al] Fs Se ean ee ee SR Pp eee ROU EON EE hast fs 100 53 45 2 
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As the size of farm, and consequently the amount of plowing, 
increased, the percentage of those who did it all with tractors de- 
creased. Sixty-seven per cent of the men with less than 160 crop 
acres, 52 per cent of those with 160 to 239 crop acres, and only 35 
per cent of those with 240 or more crop acres did all their spring 
plowing with their tractors. 

The number of acres plowed with horses on the smaller farms, as 
_shown in Table 14, indicates that on many of these farms the horses 
were used only for finishing or for plowing small and irregular fields. 
On many of the larger farms, however, the amount of spring plowing 
to be done was so great that the tractors could not do it all in the 
time available, and horses were worked regularly at plowing during 
the plowing season. This condition existed on nearly all of the 22 
farms with 320 or more crop acres, where an average of 63 acres of 
spring plowing was done with horses. | 

Fall plowing.—Table 16 shows the number of men on farms of 
different sizes who did all their fal! plowing with tractors, those who 
used both tractors and horses, and those who used horses only. 

TaBLeE 16.—Kind of power used for fall plowing on farms of different sizes. 

ers Number | Farmers vane 3 Farmers 

Size of farms (crop acres). of Meat tractors ee 
SATINerst ractors A Ses 

only henson. only. 

NG ESSE AITANSO Sis Sepia cle See Ne ae ors re che tia Ral Ur phe ay atctY 2 PAN a Mip ements ADs are Oh 
SEONG RO) TITUS es eee ane Une oa sey Oy Se eR NO Up Sc Be 20 16 A ee ae 
LEZ O HU OMe ees yest re teens ee Ane Ye hye Mea RECT Sean gh UME cgi 62 55 6 1 
TTB) etayed MEDS, ice eae ON EOL 1 Ria pate hls CR op LP 42 35 5 2, 
PTT) (HO) PA Ne hepa DLE ES a Ue ate SENDA page apn son etl Reig eS 38 34 3 1 
PANT) 1hOY PZ es eerie eset ates pepamte Sm SI 7 aie Sur ner RS UP Ut DE ap ae ee 29 23 5 1 
PASO) TOY SS es i PN ar lh aR ees td ea Me a ee ape lV 16 15 iL] eee ah se 
SPAT) OR T8010) Hee pe MEE Se le, ea Ri Lee EES Sv ea oe Rv 16 10 3 3 

ANTE sg SE ANN ak a 3°) «EM 2) UR een ieredNy mae Sara neers 225 190 PA 8 
EEE Te OT UG eee ate eee ys LH evap tele cotea Lavaticd cp en etenceatnge aonmaMe Ls | 100 84 12 4 

A much larger percentage used tractors exclusively for fall plowing 
than for spring plowing, and no marked tendency was shown on the 
large farms to supplement the tractors with horses. Except where 
land is being plowed for winter wheat, the season for fall plowing is 
long, compared with the season for spring plowing. Furthermore, 
the hot weather which usually occurs during the fall plowing season 
and the harder plowing give the tractor a somewhat greater advan- 
tage over horses than it has in spring plowing. | 
Disking.—Though the tractors were used more for plowing than 

for any other operation on these farms, 73 per cent of the total disk- 
ing was done with them. On the farms where winter wheat followed 
corn and occupied an important place in the rotation, the seed bed 
was prepared almost entirely with the tractor and disk. The method 
usually emplo~ed was first to cut and shock the corn and then disk 
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the land, following with the disk drill drawn by horses. In Illinois 
and to a less extent in Indiana the land planted in oats was prepared 
with the tractor. The cornstalks from the preceding year were broken 
with the disk and the seed bed put in shape for planting the crop. 
Qn some farms the tractors had not been used to any great 
extent for disking freshly plowed ground in the spring, because of 
danger of packing the soil. On many of the larger farms, where it 
was necessary to supplement the tractor with horses in preparing ~ 
the seed bed, horses were used for disking while the tractor was being 
used for plowing. 

The fact that a smaller portion of the disking than of the plowing 
was done with horses was in the main due to these two conditions. 

Of the 286 operators, 284 did some disking during the year. In 
Table 17 is given the number of men on the various sized farms 
who did all their disking with their tractors, those who used both 
tractors and horses, and those who used horses only. The disking 
has not been separated into spring and fall work, or into work on 
plowed and unplowed ground. 

TABLE 17.—Kind of power used for disking on farms of different sizes. 

Number Farmer = ace Farmers 
Size of farms (crop acres). of i ‘heproe tractors Roses 

| farmers. | BES and CESS 
only horses. only. 

HECSS RENAN SO 25s. c oe ee  e ee on ea an 7 4 1 | 2 
BO'EO 1G So Oe he Be oe ea ot a ee 28 24 3 1 
SPO E0159 et a Oe ee ee at ee ee aa ee ee 70 39 28 | 3 
LP OCR Oe bE! aoe Sep pee el Ce eer ne et oat RES Don Ey ee eee et 56 33 18 5 
Pe LUNES GPa ec an eae 1 Tat See > TR peerye Reem ee Ae ees te SS 45 | 24 20 2 
PADEG 219 seers ee a a ee es Be ea 36 is 17>) 1 
Pe WERE IS) Lian: Geet men Ste eee J ae | Saar tanita Ne Satie = Reker ACR she 19 | 10.) 2 9 See 
SAO OFAN OTS eo ek i RE OR a re ee 22 8 13 | 1 

fii rs! ea Se ee at oe eyes, Ga enema he eet ees 284) 160 109 | 15 
Percent: 22% SE eee Fo ee Ee ere he Foe 100 57 } 5 

Sixty-four per cent of the men with less than 160 crop acres, 56 
per cent of those with 160 to 239 crop acres, and 47 per cent of those 
with 240 or more crop acres did ali their disking with tractors. The 
fact that more than half of these men did all the disking with their 
tractors and 95 per cent used them for part of the work indicates 
a well established place for the tractor in this work as well as in 
plowing. 

Harrowing, rolling, planking, and packing—In most cases not 
more than two of these operations were performed on a farm during 
the year. Six operators had not used spike-tooth or spring-tooth 
harrows, rollers, plankers, or packers during the year, but had fitted 
their ground entirely with disks. 

_ When tractors furnished the power, the implements were gener- 
ally used in combination rather than individually, the most common 
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practice being to pull one or more of these implements behind the 
disk. In all, 207 men did at least part of this work with tractors. 
One hundred and sixty-four of them used these implements behind 
their disk harrows, and 43 used them alone. (See fig. 6.) 

The number of men on the ,various-sized farms who used these 
implements and the kind of power employed are given in Table 18. 

Fig. 6.—Tractor preparing corn ground for winter wheat with a double disk and packer. 

TaBLE 18.—Kind of power used for harrowing, rolling, planking, and packing on farms 
of different sizes. 

Farmers 
Number peters using | Farmers 

Size of farms (crop acres). of Hearne tractors | Hane 
farmers. ; and | os 

only. horses. | ODIY. 

GesstonamySOi2ts ss.2 Sek chem te sees ROW ape ave RAGE col tek 2d 7 3 | ot | 1 
val) C(O g ETUCS pes tg die ae tne a et arora s Sees ie Mae plier tater © Se emp Eero 28 11 14 | 3 
WAU THOS LOS Fe I cea el eed A ee eet, Sc oe Raya Ae Id geet ee Oe 70 20 33 17 
FEES OF ON LE epee ae ha ee rt ary te Co ea Me ce fe NS a eae anh 53 12 26 | 15 
DOOMOZ SO ee ees Slane iy faye Ne alas emp ey ed Be AG Ao ah ages tay 47 a 26 14 
PLEO PATO Ss pS aes Aci HS TINS Gs SRE A Ee Pid a Vee ig aa 35 7 19 | 9 
AETV HG iLL MET ek Se nee yO OREN OW OL Det eCrtaL We EPO a 18 4 9 | 5 
SPV GL PTO OS ey Ha i re pace ANG te Na MII a DTS ME pF ie a eee My at ce 22 2 11 9 

| 

ANOS REY base in Re are TTR 8 et FR ge CO et Oe 280 66 141 73 
TORS COTES ee se ie nec Ne ape cial RW in a ie an eh ay «ee eg 5 100 24 50 26 

Here again the size of the farm had some influence on the portion 
of this work done with tractors. On 32 per cent of the farms with 
less than 160 crop acres, and on only 18 per cent of those with 160 or 
more crop acres, all this work was done with tractors. Theimplements 
used for this work are normally of light draft, and where the tractor 
and horses were used simultaneously for fitting the ground, the 
former was often used on the plow or disk and the latter for harrow- 
ing, etc. 

In all, 72 per cent of the harrowing, planking, rolling, and packing 
done with tractors was done with one or more of these implements 
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behind a disk, and 28 per cent independent of the disk. The size 
of the tractor had a direct bearing upon the combination used, for 
the 3-plow outfits were able to pull greater loads than the 2-plow 
machines. Only 61 per cent of the work done with 2-plow tractors 
was done with harrows, rollers, etc., behind disks, while 92 per cent 
of that done with 3-plow tractors was done behind disks. 

Farms where all work previous to planting was done with tractors.— 
While the larger part of the plowing and disking and a considerable 
portion of the lighter work of harrowing, planking, rolling, and 
packing on these farms was done with tractors, on only 39 of the 
286—14 per cent of the total—was all of the work of preparing the 
seed bed done with tractors. HEven on farms whose operators 
considered their machines suitable for all this work, horses usually 
did part of it. | 

Most of the farms where tractors were used exclusively were 
operated by one man alone. Where an extra man was available a 
part of this work was nearly always done with horses. 

The seed-bed preparation was done with tractors entirely on 21 
per cent of the farms with less than 160 crop acres, but horses were 
used for some seed bed preparation on all but 9 per cent of the farms 
with 160 or more crop acres. Thirty-four of these 39 men operated 
2-plow outfits and 5 of them 3-plow outfits. Thus 20 per cent of 
all the men who owned 2-plow machines and only 5 per cent of those 
who owned 3-plow machines did all of this work with tractors. 
Even though a larger percentage of the men on smaller farms owned 
2-plow machines, apparently the greater versatility of the smaller 
‘machines made them more satisfactory for all the kinds of work 
required in preparing the seed bed. 

Cutting grain.—Seven of the 286 men interviewed either raised 
no small grain or paid to have it cut by others. The kinds of power 
used by the remaining 279 were as follows: 

108 or 39 per cent used tractors only. 
22 or 8 per cent used tractors and horses. — 
149 or 53 per cent used horses only. 

The 22 men who used both tractors and horses did not always use 
them simultaneously. More often the two sources of power were used 
at different times, one on oats and the other on wheat for example. 

The size of the farm apparently had little to do with the kind of 
power used in cutting grain. Forty per cent of the men who had ~ 
less than 160 crop acres, 42 per cent of those with 160 to 239 crop 
acres, and 33 per cent of those with 240 or more crop acres cut all 
their grain with tractors. The size of the tractor however, did have 
some influence on its use for cutting grain. Fifty-four per cent of 
the grain was cut with tractors on the farms where 2-plow machines 
were owned and only 26 per cent on the farms where 3-plow machines 
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were owned. On the average the smaller tractors were used 1.9 
days while the larger outfits were used 0.9 day for this work. (See 
Table 12.) 

On nearly every farm only a single binder was owned, as one was 
usually sufficient for handling the acreage in small grain. On the 
22 farms with 320 or more crop acres there was an average of 75 
acres of wheat and 84 acres of oats. Hither horses or tractor should 
cut each of these crops with a single binder in not more than 5 days 
(see Tables 12 and 22), and in favorable seasons at least this much 

time is available. 
The principal reasons given by these men for using the tractor for 

cutting grain were that it relieved the horses of hard work in hot 
weather, and made it possible to get the work done in a shorter time 
when the season was unfavorable. 

Loading hay.—On 59 of the 286 farms no hay was raised during 
1920. On 37, or 16 per cent, of the remaining 227 farms, the tractors 
were used for at least a part of the work of pulling the wagon ‘dnd 
hay loader. Twelve of the 37 men used their tractors not only» for 
loading the hay in the field but also for drawing the wagons to ‘the 
barn for unloading. The remaining 25 used their hone for part 
of the work of loading and hauling fase ‘The most common practice 
on these 25 farms was to use two or more wagons for haying. The 
tractor was used in the field drawing a wagon and hay loader while the 
horses drew the loaded wagons to the barn. 

The amount of hay grown on these farms was small, compared 
with the amount of corn and small grain, the average acreage of both 
hay and seed being only 25 acres (see Table 2).. On most of the 
farms only the second cutting of clover was thrashed for seed but 
on a few the entire crop was thus used. On account of the small 
acreage of hay a considerable number of these farmers did not own 
hay loaders, but loaded their hay by hand. The tractors were never 
used in connection with haying where this practice was followed, and 
this accounts in part for the comparatively small number who used 
their tractors for haying. In an investigation of the influence of the 
tractor on the use of horses made in 7 corn-belt States in 1918 and 
reported in Farmers’ Bulletin 1093 it was found that “12 per cent 
of the operators interviewed used their machines for pulling the 
wagon and loader.’’ Labor shortage was responsible in part for the 
use of the tractors at that time. On most of the farms the work was 
done with one man fewer than when horses were used. 

While the number of corn-belt tractor owners who use their tractors 
in haying is evidently small, the results of both these investigations 
indicate that under certain conditions tractors can be used advan- 
tageously for this work. 
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BELT WORK. 

The use of the tractor for belt work does not influence horse labor 
and should really be considered a ‘separate enterprise. However, the 
doing of such work with the tractor adds to its usefulness and reduces 
the cost per day of work for such items as depreciation, interest, and 
repairs. As shown in Table 10, these 286 tractors were used an 
average of 2.7 days for belt work on the home farm during the year. 
However, 91, nearly a third, of the 286 were used for no belt work 
on the home farm during the year. 

Table 11 shows that on the average the 3-plow tractors were used 
considerably more for belt work than the 2-plow machines. Eighty- 
five or 82 per cent of the 104 three-plow machines and only 103 or 
59 per cent of the 174 two-plow machines were used for belt work 
on the home farm during the year. (See fig. 7.) Table 19 shows 

Fic. 7.—Three-plow machines were used more for belt work than the two-plow machines. 

the number of men who used their tractors for different kinds of belt 

work during the year and the average time spent on each kind 
of work: 

TaBLE 19.—Belt work on home farm. 

Number | zp | Days : | Days 
Operation. perform- | Operation. perform- 

|" ing. | used. | | ing. - used. 

| | | | 

SAWANS WOO 22425... -sese | 110 154) i Shreddine = 22262 52sec ee ese) 35 3.8 
Gringingieediss = ses cccmecce 101 fos eShellinecorle.s =sceces eee 15 ial 
ulin gisiloss sea ca. ke eee ee 58 148i |/c Other wOrk.<esee eee as 29 2.5 
IU CESS CLS ep Sahe ceee SomseeeeaLs | 40 3.2 | | 

| 

A large number of the men who sawed wood or ground feed during 
the year used their tractors for this work. A few owned small 
stationary engines which were used. On the average 1.4 full days 
was sufficient for sawing the year’s supply of firewood and 1.5 days 
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for grinding the year’s supply of feed. Usually the wood was sawed 
at one or two different times, while for grinding feed the tractor was 
run for only a few hours per week in the winter months. 

The tractors were often not powerful enough for the heavier work 
of filling silos, thrashing, shredding, and shelling corn, and this 
accounts in part for the small number of men who used their tractors 
for these operations. However, there were no silos on many of 
the farms; shredding was not common in any except the Ohio 
areas and in the Madison County, Indiana, area; the practice of 
shelling corn on the farm was common only in the Illinois areas; 
and on a majority of the farms thrashing was still done with custom 
outfits. 

CUSTOM WORK. 

One hundred and eighty-three farmers did some custom work 
with their tractors during the year. This work amounted to an 
average of 4.6 days for all tractors (see Table 10), or 7.2 days for 

the 183 which were used for custom work. The number of men 
who used their tractors for different kinds of custom work and the 
average number of days spent by them at each operation are given 
in Table 20. In all, 116 tractors were used for custom drawbar 
work, and 113 for custom belt work. 

TaBLE 20.—Custom work. 

Number 
Operation. aa pays 

Drawhbar: 
LOWER een Ses a ee eee hee ey Maa Payette Bete ke Aes Cah ek eS 74 5.0 
SASS elit eee ene rama eae orate terse eR Gate SE oR Se ole epee ciel acts Byejenie smi SS | 35 2.0 
CO GHER WW ODKES 5-2 PAs ek a Re? De THSE DURA 5 Ca One eae Berea ee | 45 Sel 

Belt: 
Filling silos....... SES HAO SSE CE ee Gea a SSE OS ROR TE eins ke a SE SWE ee aie eee 42 3433 
PUNTA WNT] eye ee a epee ey te eet pat det NE es ene ee Aicee i aN aie cee 31 8.5 
SEA auales TAU Ole SS ec Goace coe aobouUee 2e . SSE as See eae aa rir = Seton a os ae ee ten | 28 1.9 
Shredding..... Si SPAS SER A USE AE NES iy OR a A en ep aR DT eS | 23 ee 
OHI ONS. 22s soee ose bdatebooskoe ss fede sstclns os Ldcasonsepdoeepbesoecr coseecoal 37 3.6 

More than half of the drawbar custom work done by the tractors 
was plowing. The “other” drawbar work shown in the table included 
dragging roads, cutting grain, and other kinds of field work, but less 
than 10 per cent of the owners did any one kind of this work for hire. 
Comparatively few men did any one belt operation for hire, but 
from the standpoint of the time spent at the different operations by 
the men who actually performed them for hire, thrashing and shred- 
ding were more important than plowing. 

TRACTORS WHICH WERE USED FOR NEITHER BELT NOR CUSTOM WORK. 

While drawbar work on the home farm amounted on the average to 
only 76 per cent of the total work done by the tractors, 55 of the 286 

56390°—21—Bull. 997-4 
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tractors were used for nothing but this class of work during the 
year covered by the investigation. 

The location of the farms on which these 55 tractors were owned 
is as follows: 

Madison County, Ohio 34222 2 Ieee ee ee 4 
Seneca County ;:Ohioc’as: sxe teste Sake ee eee eee 0 
Madison County, And 2323203 204A e. Sie ee ae ee een 4 
Monigomery County. Ind): 20226 see 2 0 oo ee wa eee 14 
Drvmeston, County: 1 2.505. a) te op ee ee 21 
Karox: County CRIS So eres os ie tee ee eee eee ee 12 

On most of the farms visited in Illinois and in Montgomery County, 
Ind., there was no wood to cut. Silos were not as common in these 
three areas as in the others. Less livestock was kept on the farms 
in Livingston County, Il., than in any other area, and consequently 
few of the tractors there were used for grinding feed. In fact, on 
many of the farms in both Illinois areas the only belt work done was 
thrashing and shelling corn, and the power for this work in most 
cases was furnished by steam engines. "eae 

The greater the percentage of farmers in a community who own 
tractors, the less will be the opportunity of doing custom work with 
them, even if the tractor owners desire to do it. ‘Tractors were more 
numerous in Livingston County, Il., than in any other area visited, 
and only 25 of the 60 men interviewed there had used their tractors 
for custom work during the year. 

WORK DONE BY HORSES. 

The average number of days of horse labor used for the various 
operations on the farms of different areas is shown in Table 21, and 
the daily duty of one horse for each of the field operations in Table 22, 
The daily duty of one horse, i. e., the number of acres covered per day 
per horse, at the different operations varied somewhat in the different 
areas, and to this extent the number of. days of horse labor is not a 
true index of the actual amount of work done by the horses. 

Plowing.—Since the tractors did 85 per cent of the plowing on these 
farms, the average number of days of horse labor used for this work 
is necessarily small. On the average it amounted to less than 20 
days per year in each area except in Madison County, Ohio. The 
greater use of horses for plowing in this area was due to the fact that 
several of the farms were so large and the amount of spring plowing 
so great that the tractors could not do all of it in the time available 
and the horses were used regularly to supplement the tractors. Table 
IX shows that the tractors covered slightly less ground per day in fall 
plowing than in spring plowing. Similarly, the average daily duty 
of one horse was slightly less for fall plowing than for spring plowing. 
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TaBLE 21.—Days of horse labor at various operations in different areas. 

, Madison eoucee Mees on Eee ne cone cy 
Operations. County, |; County ounty, ounty All. 

) oh ie Oia, | Oro Mi ietrtdes «|e SUE CONMEY seem) « 

Sprineyplowwne 25-1.) eee clea 42.8 HSA 14.6 15.6 6.8 5.1 14.1 
Illy doy pia Ae eee ace emer 4,2 3. 1 4.0 3.0 8.4 4.7 4.8 

Mote en ee eso (ayo | enictes 6 18. 6 15.2 9.8 18.9 

DISK Gee ras ie nee cae ec 17.9 5.6 3.3 4.9 37.9 14.1 15.2 
Harrowing, rolling, etc........-- 10.5 23-10 10. 7 17.8 21.9 26.8 19.3 

Total, fitting ground | 
other than plowing. -.. -| 98. 4 | 28.9 14.0 22.7 59.8 40.9 34.5 

Broadcast seeding...........-.-- 22) | sil “7 2.0 3.6 2.4 18 
Drallinie-onaim == Wyse es 24.1 | 11.9 | 13.2 13.1 a 4,5 10.0 

Total, seeding grain ...... Da 3)| 9) 12.10 13; 9) () pasat ENCES) 11.8 

Plantime:Connsssseenscers seen 18. 8 6.9 10. 2 11.9 12.8 11.8 12, 2 

Cultivating, I-row...2----=----- 80. 5 34. 5 38. 4 57.2 80.9 92. 2 66. 2 
Cultivating: :2-roweo-a.-s5-5-24" 14.9 4,9 15.5 26. 4 12.0 | 8.8 14. 2 

Total, cultivating ........ as ay Faas 5300) ik Fearon i 19280) | Cio 0) atreo 
| MMT eee eo a ated | 5.9 8.0 cu ieee 3.2 4.8 5.9 
| Raking and tedding......-..-.-- MS 7 4.9 54 | 2.5 2.1 2.5 Dh 

Loading and hauling hay...-..-.!| 10. 2 15. 2 9. 8 | 9, 4 Aaa La 9.0 9.1 

Motal haying) aera. lies legate 3, Tl ee | oe | 9.4 16.3 | 17.4 

Cntiimereraine eee eee | 13. 0 12.2 7.6 | 12.6 LA 6.7 10.7 
Thrashin eee) Ssece anaes | 39. 5 20. 9 30. 5 | 29. 6 | 30. 1 35.9 | Sie 

Cuttie Com 82.0. | 9 102 Aeon | 1.5 1.5 Bis 
SUES oo nooo Je aua doe asoceaans=3 12.4 4.7 | 1.6 | 4.4 1.2 3:15 5.0 
Husking from stalk. ...........- 70. 2 3.1 | (Lo) 90.6 | 95.7 109. 8 81.0 
CribbinpicOEn: 2. tees ens. | 43.9 2.4 | 1.4 | 0 0 .0 5.7 
Shreddine fod dencee2 ses ee nee: 4 | 24. 1 3.0 | 1.0 | 8 oul 3.8 

Total, corn harvest --...--. | 127.8 48.5 88. 4 108. 3 | 99. 2 114.9 99. O 

| Other field work.............--- eriminon TOA 6.4 | 2.4 2.7 4.4 
HaWling manne ose. sees a 91.5 49, 2 43.8 30. 5 32.8 37.4 43.8 
Miscellaneous work on farm...-- 115.9 45. 1 40.7 48. 4 32.3 37.0 49.1 

| Road saan nese ere see 40. 2 41.1 28. 8 22.3 44.3 42.0 35. 4 
@ustomiwonkarts? see se eo 2.2 6.1 2.7 5.4 2 a3 2.6 

) Horsellaborhired=-22-24- .----- 0) 2 4 3:3 2 1.2 1.0 

| AR Gtalise tae hy eee et ee 653.7 360. 1 376.5 427.3 | 447.2 462. 4 | 451.5 
| is < - au = ih * = 1 

| TABLE 22.—Daily duly of one horse at various operations in different areas. 

| | Acres per day per horse.] 

Tar = = | | Te | 

Madison | Seneca | Madison Des Tene knox 
Operations. County, | County, | County, B eres Count County, All. 

Ohio. | Ohio. Ind. Td et le 

Spring plowing................. 0. 86 0.74 0.73 0. 88 0.81 | ~ 1.00 0. 84 
Halliplowing ote. saseee seni - = 80 75 . 62 80 75 1.03 | 80 
IG) ase ee eee eee 3.17 2. 56 2. 64 3. 13 4.08 4, 26 3.79 
Harrowing, rolling, ete.......... 5. 28 5. 14 D. 27 5. 50 9, 23 8. 09 7. 08 
Broadcast seeding..-........... 18. 86 15. 50 14. 23 16. 60 22. 97 20. 18 20.15 
Dribiniey prams se se eee eee eee oe 4, 08 5. 08 3. 88 3. 42 4. 57 4, 02 3. 98 
Pianibinpicorne: 22222. se sores 6. 92 5. 85 6. 55 8. 64 8. 63 8. 28 Het 
Chiltivating l-row - 22.2.5 2./-i2.. 3. 40 2. 98 3. 34 3. 33 3. 67 3. 40 3. 42 
Cultivating; 2-row 2221-25... 4. 06 4. 33 3. 90 4. 30 4, 20 4, 93 4, 28 
CS Wye) aes rm ah 8a ee 4. 84 4. 99 4.65 3. 86 4. 54 5. 50 4. 64 
VAULT ee Ber Rp is ge pt heb 12. 68 7. 94 8.77 9. 12 5. 85 8.73 8. 40 
oamingyh aye. ie et BRE ar 2. 21 2. 30 2. 07 2.76 2. 1 | 2. 56 2.49 
GuiehiMne OTe: 2s) ee es 3.78 3. 88 3.79 3. 89 4, 32 4, 36 | 1. 10 
Gupbin eCorn. 2/6085 24.25.5550 at 2.73 2.43 2. 59 2.05 2. 26 | O) 119) | 2.49 
ETMSKInC/ CONDE sto 2252-2 eso | nod - 00 - 60 (fl 1. 03 . 84 79 
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Fitting ground other than plowing.—The tractors did the greater 
part of the work of disking, harrowing, and rolling, but on the average 
the amount of horse labor used for these operations was nearly 
twice as great as that used for plowing. ‘Twice as much horse labor 
was used for disking in Livingston County, IL, as in any other area, 
which was due mainly to soil conditions in that area. It had been 
found on some of the farms that the use of the tractor on plowed 
ground packed the soil seriously, and on such farms the horses did 
practically all the disking of plowed ground during the year covered 
by the investigation. 

Seeding graan.—The table shows that small grain was drilled almost 
exclusively in the Ohio areas and in Madison County, Ind., but that 
endgate seeders were in common used in other areas. A few farmers 
in each of the first three areas used endgate seeders for sowing their 

Fic. 8.—One man and three horses on a two-row cultivator accomplish nearly twice as much work as 

one man and two horses on a one-row machine. 

oats, but the common practice was to use the drill for both oats and 
wheat. In the three latter areas practically all the oats was sown 
with endgate seeders. The use of the endgate seeder reduces both 
horse-labor and man-labor requirements for this operation, the aver- 
age daily duty of one horse with the endgate seeder being 20 acres 
and with the drill only 4 acres. 

Planting corn.—Corn planting was done entirely with horses on 
every farm and the 2-row, 2-horse machine was used exclusively. 
The differences in the average requirements per farm for this operation 
are due largely to the differences in the acreage devoted to this crop 
in the different areas (see Table 2). 

Cultwating corn.—Two men cultivated all their corn with their 
tractors, and 14 others used their machines for part of this work. 
The table shows that on the average more horse labor was used in corn 
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cultivation than for any other work except corn harvest. Corn har- 
vest, however, was usually spread over a greater length of time than 
cultivation, and on most of the farms corn cultivation was the opera- 
tion which required the greatest amount of horse labor in the shortest 
time. 

Eighty-four of the 284 men who used horses for cultivating used 
2-row cultivators for at least part of the work, and 22 of the 84 used 
2-row implements exclusively. (See fig. 8.) 

On the average the daily duty of one horse on a 2-row cultivator 
was about 25 per cent higher than the duty of one horse on a 1-row 
implement, and if 2-row cultivators had been used exclusively the 
amount of horse labor required for cultivating would have been 25 
per cent less than if 1-row cultivators had’ been used exclusively. 

Fig. 9.—Horses only were used for mowing hay on these farms. 

Corn cultivating represented the peak of man labor as well as of 
horse labor requirements on many of the farms, and since one man 
with a 2-row cultivator accomplished nearly twice as much as one 
man with a l-row, the more extended use of the 2-row machine on 

some of the farms where the acreage in corn was too great to be culti- 
vated with a single 1-row implement would have made it possible to 
reduce both the number of horses kept on the farm and the number of 
men employed during the cultivating season. 
Haying.—Hay occupied only a small acreage on most of the farms 

visited, and while the horses did 92 per cent of the total work on this 
crop the amount of horse labor required for it was small compared 
with the amount used in cultivating and harvesting corn and in 
harvesting and thrashing grain. (See fig. 9.) 

Variations in practices on individual farms had considerable 
effect on the amount of horse labor used. On some farms the hay 
was loaded with a hay loader directly from the swath; on others it 
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was tedded at least once and raked into windrows before loading. 
Tedders were used on only a small portion of the farms and no figures 
for the daily duty of one horse at this work are given. The large 
acreage covered per day per horse in raking in Madison County, 
Ohio, is due to the fact that on many of the farms there only one 
horse was used on the rake although in the other areas 2 horses 
were nearly always used regardless of the size of the rake. The 
daily duty of a horse at loading and hauling hay depended almost 
entirely on whether a loader was used and upon the size of the crew. 
The figures in Table 22 are simply averages of all farms in each area, 
regardless of the method of loading employed and the number of men 
and teams used for the work. 

Cutting and thrashing grain.—The small amounts of horse labor 
used for cutting grain in Madison County, Ind., and Knox County, 
Ill., are due to the fact that tractors did a larger portion of the work 
in these counties than in the other areas. Tractors were used for 
cutting over 50 per cent of the grain in both of these areas. Tractors 
were used for cutting nearly 50 per cent of the grain in Madison 
County, Ohio, but the acreage of small grain on the farms visited 
there (see Table 2), was so great that the amount of horse labor used 

for this operation was greater than for any other area. 
The horse labor listed under thrashing includes all the labor used 

on these farms for hauling the bundles from the fields to the thrasher 
and for hauling the thrashed grain to the elevator or market when 
done by the regular thrashing crew. A large part of this work was 
‘““exchange labor,’ but in practically every case the horses ‘owned 
by the men interviewed did approximately an equal amount of work 
in thrashing on neighboring farms. While this work required on the 
average 31 days of horse labor and on most farms the thrashing was 
all done in one or two days, the use of the horses owned on a particular 
farm usually extended over a period of one to two weeks. 

Harvesting corn.—The amount of horse labor used for the different 
corn-harvesting operations reflects the practices in the different 
areas. The use of horses in cutting corn was confined entirely to the 
corn binder, and these machines were not in general use in any area 
except Seneca County, Ohio. The horse labor listed under “Silage” 
is only that used in hauling corn from the field to the ensilage cutter. 
On the average, husking from the standing stalk (see fig. 10) required 
a greater use of horses than any other of the corn harvesting opera- 
tions, but in Seneca County, Ohio, very little corn was harvested in 
this way, and in Madison County, Ohio, a considerable part of the 
crop was ensiled or cut and husked from the shock. The common 
practice there was to husk the corn by hand from the shock and 
throw it in piles, the only horse labor used being that required to haul 
the husked corn from field to the bin or crib. The amount of horse 
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labor used for this particular operation is listed under “ Cribbing 
corn.” The horse labor listed under “Shredding fodder’’ is that 
required for hauling fodder to the husker and shredder and any other 
used for hauling the husked corn from the machine to the bin. The 
husker-shredder was used on practically every farm in Seneca County, 

Ohio. 
Although the methods of harvesting corn varied considerably in 

the different areas, these differences in method apparently had little 
influence on the total amount of horse labor per acre required for 
harvesting corn. For all farms an average of 1.1 days of horse labor 

Fic. 10.—Husking corn from the standing stalk was more common in Illinois than in Indiana and Ohio. 

per acre were used for corn harvest, and the average number of days 
of horse labor used in the different areas is as follows: 

Days. 

IB Tantsorne (Corb ak iayee On Koleae sale ary eyo irestebedin Wear akc Ree rmee eMnE ar aden ea 1.0 
Deme eae Oldies OMT sic apee ins ae oe a ate. Shey news ee 
Wilke (ol isroran (Orewa yaaa L016 leet reset SOUR eel Mersey ate Wate 1 
Montcomerny-County.- indi siege So See Sh ae ee ee 2 
ievimestomnC@otntsy,: ste Sin. cae ee Eolas a alee 0.9 
Meno @numbiyynd Us tae oar the nti hat ee ei hie Cae hale) alan 2 

The small amount of labor used in Livingston County, IIl., was 
due to the fact that the yield per acre in this area was low in 1920 
and the number of acres covered per day in husking from the standing 
stalk depends almost entirely upon the yield. In Madison County, 
Ohio, a larger portion was cut by hand than in any other area and 
this resulted in a slight reduction in the amount of horse labor used. 
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Other field work.—All horse labor used for field operations other 
than those listed above is included under this item in Table 21. 
This work consisted of such operations as planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting potatoes, tomatoes, and sugar beets; applying fertilizer 
and sowing grass seed wherever done as separate operations; and 
hulling clover seed. While on the average this work was not impor- 

- tant, on some of the farms more horse labor was used on it than on 

part of the operations that have been listed separately. In all, 
107 of the 286 men used horses for some work of this character 
and on these 107 farms it amounted to 12 days on the average. 

Hauling manure.—The amount of horse labor used for this work 
varied greatly on individual farms, depending upon the number and 
kinds of live stock kept, the methods of feeding, and the disposition 
of the manure. On the average more horse labor was used for 
hauling manure than for any other field operation except cultivating 
and harvesting corn. In Seneca County, Ohio, where the acreage 
in corn was low, more horse labor was used for manure hauling than 
for either corn cultivation or corn harvest. 

Miscellaneous work on the farm.—Under this heading in Table 21 
is placed all horse labor used on the farm itself which is not classified 
elsewhere. It includes such work as hauling stover from the field 
to the barn or feed lot, hauling straw from the stack to the barn, 
moving feed or hauling feed and water for live stock, hauling wood, 
building and repairing fences, mowing weeds, and work in the 
orchard and garden. Most of this work was done at times when 
field work was not pressing and a large part of it was light work, 
but on the average horses were used on it for a greater length of 
time than on hauling manure. 

Road hauling.—All of the horse labor used for hauling produce 
from the farm and supplies to the farm, excepting the comparatively 
small amount used in hauling grain directly from the separator to 
to market, is included here. In the two Indiana areas a considerable 
portion of this hauling was done with motor trucks (see page 7) 

and on that account the amount of horse labor used for road hauling 
there was less than in other areas. 

Custom work.—Some of the farmers interviewed had hired out 
horses to neighboring farmers or had used them for building or 
repairing roads during the year. The figures in Table 20 show the 
average amount of such work done per farm in the different areas. 
The workstock on 33 of the farms had done some such work during 
the year, and while for all farms this work amounted to an average of 
2.6 days, it amounted to an average of over 22 days for the 33 farms. 

Horse labor hired.—Twenty-three of the men interviewed had 
hired some of the horse labor which was used on their farms during 

the year. The amount of horse labor used for the various operations: 
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as given in Table 21 includes all the horse labor used, no difference 
being made between horses owned and horses hired, and to determine 
the actual number of days of labor performed by horses owned on 
these farms the labor performed by hired horses is subtracted from 
the total. Although this hired horse labor amounted to an average 
of only 1.0 day for all farms, it amounted to about 13 days on the 
23 farms. If it is possible to hire horses when they are needed, this 
practice is preferable to keeping one or two horses throughout the 
year for only a few days work during the rush season. 

Work done with 2-horse teams.—Loading and hauling hay from the 
field to the barn or stack, hauling grain to and from the thrashing 
machine, all the work of corn harvest (except cutting corn and draw- 

ing the mechanical picker on a few of the farms), and hauling to and 
from the farm were almost universally done with 2-horse teams. 
On a large majority of the farms manure was hauled, whether in 
wagon or spreader, with two horses, and wagons drawn by two 
horses were used for a large percentage of the miscellaneous work 
on the farm. On the average a total of 265 days of horse labor was 
used for these operations. 

A few farmers used three horses for drawing their manure spreaders, 
and a few used four horses for drawing the wagon and hay loader 
and for road hauling when the roads were muddy. But even after 
making a liberal allowance for the portion of this work which was 
done with 3 or 4 horse teams, approximately 50 per cent of the time 
during which horses were used was occupied in hauling or other 
wagon work with 2-horse teams. 

This work does not require an expenditure of energy on the part 
of horses proportionate to the amount of time used for it. In 
nearly all of this work the horses and wagon are standing still a con- 
siderable part of the time, and the horses are drawing only an empty 
wagon approximately half of the time they are in motion. 

On practically all of the farms, teams of at least three horses were 
used for work in preparing the seed bed, for drilling and cutting 
grain, for cutting corn, and for drawing a 2-row cultivator. Teams 

of more than two horses were never used, however, for broadcast 

seeding of small grain, planting corn, drawing 1-row cultivators, and 
mowing, raking, and tedding hay. These operations occupied on 
the average a total of 88 days of horse labor per farm. In all, a 
total of 353 days of horse labor were used on the average farm for 
the wagon work listed above, and for these 2-horse field operations. 
This is over 75 per cent of the total horse labor used during the year.! 

1 Detailed records kept by the Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics on 14 farms in west- 

central Illinois where tractors were not owned show that 62 per cent of the horse labor was used in 2-horse 

units. 
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HORSE LABOR EQUIVALENT OF TRACTOR WORK. 

Table 23 shows the horse labor equivalent of the drawbar work 
done at home by the tractors in the different areas. Table 14 (page 
18) shows that on the average the tractors did 52.1 acres of spring 
plowing and 37.7 acres of fall plowing per farm, and Table 22 (page 27) 
shows that the daily duty of one horse was 0.84 acre at spring plowing 
and 0.80 acre at fall plowing. Thus on the average, 62.1 days of 
horse labor would have been required to do the spring plowing which 
the tractors did and 47.1 days to do the fall plowing. In other words 
the average tractor did the equivalent of 109.2 days of horse labor in 
plowing. The figures for each operation in the various areas were 
obtained in a similar manner. 

TABLE 23.—Horse-day equivalent of tractor work in different areas. 

{ | { 

Mont- | Living- 
| Madison | Seneca | Madison Knox 

Operations. | County, | County, | County. ee C ston | Coungy, | Allareas. 
| Ohio.” | Ohio.’ | Ind.” | County, | County, | “OP? | | | Inds | re 
ee a eee ee Oy fe ere es eee Wee nal Pet ee a foe? FS 

| Horse- | Horse- Aorse- Harse- | Herse- Horse- | Horse- 
| days. | days. days. dzys. | days. days. | days. 

TAQWING ee neers ene 126.0 | 80.9 | 103. 1 106. 3 131.6 96.1 | 109.2 
Fitting-ground after plowing.-..} 88.8 | 67.0 | 76.2 99.7 | 52.6 72.1 | 68.4 
Paynes 2 ee es ee ec oee el cae 1.2 4.5 1.8 | 2 1.8 | 1.5 
CeEtiaeerants ss eee 16.6 2.8 12.3 6.1 6.5 9.0 | 7.4 
Other drawbar work: -- ----..~ - 14.3 3.6 12.2 6.5 4.9 9.0 7.9 

ei. oe a 245.7 155.5 208. 4 220.4 194.9 188.0 194.4 

Comparison of the number of days of drawbar work actually done 
by the tractors with the horse-labor equivalent shows that in each 
area the tractors did as much work per day as would have been done 
by eight or nine horses. The average number of days the tractors 
were used for drawbar work on the home farm in the different areas 
was as follows: 

: Days 
Madison County. Obie 32 a es ee 30. 0 
Seneca: Courity,;,, Ohidz-* eee ee ee eee 17.0 
Madison‘ Courtty, Indi" 22 oe 2 ee ee ee 
Monteomery County, bid= Ss 2 ee SS ee eee 
‘kivineston’ Countyodll ost: -0u segs ae ee eee eee 
Knox County, Ul. <2 h:peets Gh 4 eee eee 

For the entire 286 farms the tractors did as much work per day as 
would have been done by 8.3 horses. When plowing, each 2-plow 
tractor performed the equivalent of 7.9 days of horse labor per day 
in the spring and 8.1 days in the fall. The 3-plow tractors performed 
the equivalent of 10.3 days of horse labor in the spring and 10.8 days 
in the fall. (See tables 12 and 22). 
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The average number of days of horse labor per year per head in 
the different areas was as follows: 

Days. 

ME GISOMy COUT ies OMNON hats ec mes ae SN ts A CnC or ye TAS ie 

NemecaWotimuey) ObtOs sate ee Rates SEI. chew chet: 72.3 
Wuleyol Stoner LOva Tea i encil 0\ lage a San sey aie agp rege pa ele 1200 

Monicomeny Cowmitiys lindyts foie sae ete See Scie ide ciere ooo 72.4 
iL ravauategsy ovat Cre ttiat Ags UL cate eaten oats a a essa mat aPC Qe ne WAM 54. 9 
seria, COU Vem UM Mes eect re ee Garzia wea ene | ag abel ci ckuihar 68. 0 

Comparison of these figures with those in table 23 shows that on the 
average each tractor did as much drawbar work during the year as 
was done by 2.8 horses. In Seneca County, Ohio, the work done by 
each tractor was equivalent to the number of days of horse labor 
performed by 2.2 horses during the year, while in Livingston County, 
Ill., it was equivalent to that performed by 3.5 horses. The horse 
labor equivalent of the work done by tractors in this area was not as 
great as in some of the other areas, but the workstock were used a 
considerably smaller number of days per year than in any other area. 

: Days of Horse Labor 
Kind of Work Ina 200 BO AN LS “a0 6070 80 90 100 0 120, ‘130 

Plowing... _--_ 2S SSS 
Fitting Ground. Lees) 8 SS SS 

Seeding Grain... _}m 
Planting Corn______ \sammm 
vate Hite Vast see 
EWA) Sse es Horse Work 

Sane, ae N___._- Tracior Work ca 

Harvesting Corn____m 
Other Field Work - fa— 
Hauling Manure__- 
Other Work on Farm 
Road Hauling 

Fic. 11.—Proportion of different kinds of work done with horses and tractors. 

PROPORTION OF WORK DONE BY HORSES AND BY TRACTORS. 

Table 24 shows the average number of days of horse labor per farm 
used on the different operations, the horse labor equivalent of the 
work done by the tractors, the number of days of horse labor which 
would have been necessary if tractors had not been owned, and the 
percentage of the different operations done with tractors. The 
same items are shown graphically in figure 11. The horse labor 
listed under “Other field work” is the same as that shown in Table 
21, but the tractor work listed there consisted partly of seeding 
grain, cultivating, and harvesting corn (see page 15). 
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TABLE 24.—Proportion of different operations done with horses and with tractors (all 
farms). 

Horse- 
: yas of day equi- Fercene 

Operation. labor per valent of | Total. oO anne 

farm. pray tractors. 

Owl eats) eet eee bs dis Ce ere Soaee ys cameo a3 18.9 109. 2 128.1 85. 2 
Fitting grourd after plowing..... I pea RE Ae aN ait TDA | 34.5 68. 4 102. 66.5 
SCCM or aT HR NN Midna e ee ced lel UNA Aner hae a TDS | Ree STAG ial hice Caerapaa 
HEAP TG VIN CONTINENTS ia le ala een ce ah OU ea A eae el a Le 2 eaten D2 el are wee 
Cultivating EPA eu eee een Sm LEN ae, oven Mee op ars pe aera WENT soe eas lep SOM4r eo eas SORE Peer ee 
Je Es phat 4c: 5 eee a ae en Sai ted Sree ener eagal alae a eae e 17.4 1.5 18.9 7.9 
Cun GG impr eT Ie aaa Teg Peel 8 Dg aa den a gL AeA 10. 7 7.4 18.1 40.9 
PD TAS Earaig rape Nir een Sn Nc Na ue eee RO Ape eG | SISA Me ees SL Se [eo 
COTM ATVES Ge) Ss Ce ea DE Ge Dea aa Ni pk | GON Ou Ey aes ase OO OR a es Sasa ues 
Otierstiel diwrorks us Ses ie ee eee ai ltl se cal ea eepmee On am NRG | 4,4 7.9 1 ie use eens 
ELQubine ma mures 2 ese ase eek. eu eile Te gO a arenas | AS Sis sues ASS (hs ote Seana 
Otherswionksorbfer warms ses Ue Ot Hi sal 2 es Ne ROPE Aa | A TAN | Dechc sere eae AQ Aone ieee 
VOa ala aun os sy Mee hee Seen SL gee pane age es nee wu Hee Ly eal BOR ase eee SOS4 Re aeaees 

UNG see hy CU MO amie MOE Rey Us cu Mee yeas |) 449.9 30. 1 194. 4 | 644.3 

As measured in terms of the days of horse labor required for it, 
the tractors did 30.1 per cent of the drawbar work on these farms. 
The proportion of the work done with the tractors varied among 
the individual farms, but there was no great variation in the average 
for the different areas. 

The percentage of the work, in terms of days of horse labor, done 
by the tractors in the different areas was as follows: 

Per cent. 

Madison, County "OMl0 faye coe e ae ne et eee ieee 27.0 

Senecd County, Ohio ose ue e oa a ee ena 30. 2 
Madison:Coumty Indi ipo5.a (00 soe ak ae eee eee eee 35. 6 
Montgomery, ,Coumibiyi andes go eee Se eee 34. 0 
iivaneston Comm tye lie sear een ES Sais a aires a eae aa 30. 5 
Knox County, Tle is io. 2 i ee ee 28.9 

The tractors on the larger farms did considerably more drawbar 
work than the machines on the smaller farms, but the size of the 
farm had very little influence on the proportion of the total done 
with the tractor. : 

If it had been possible to measure the work done by the tractor 
and workstock in terms of drawbar pull and distance traveled, the 
proportion of the total done by the tractors would have been con- 
siderably greater. A large proportion of the work done by the 
tractors was plowing and other work in preparing the seed bed, 
which requires steady pulling of a heavy load, while a large part of 
the work done by the horses was hauling and other work which does 
not require steady pulling of heavy loads. 

The 2-plow tractors were used more for disking and for the lighter 
operations of harrowing, rolling, etc., and for cutting grain than 
were the 3-plow machines (see Table 12). The proportion of the 
total work required for plowing and preparing the seed bed and for 
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cutting grain which was done with the 2-plow and 3-plow outfits 
on the farms where they were owned is shown in Table 25. 

TaBLE 25.—Percentage of different operations done with 2-plow and with 3-plow tractors. 

2-plow 3-plow 
Operation. (174 104 

: farms). | farms). 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
SY Breda 7 a Ue Fa ORR I Ae a ee ere ee a ga 83. 7 80. 6 
OAL a OW iv 28 60 Ca Gao su mee se Age aa COIS orice eres eee Oe Eee Ae Seca aaa 88. 5 93. 3 
IDISKIM oe Sse ete t ae emer nee ee te a Raga Te ah A so cuele aoa bineda eatehet yeas 82. 0 63. 3 
FEF ORO Wan SapVOLlim SeKO LC Shs 782 eee a yo Se Sr i SACD, Poe kg EL eh ue 49.1 36. 2 
CUihiN Se eT AMIN sere sence Aalst cee ite ie Ses Oe AE oe aCe E an obicic a eeseeee 53. 8 25.9 

NUMBER OF WORKSTOCK USED ON DIFFERENT OPERATIONS. 

The number of workstock used for each operation as well as the 
number of workstock owned was obtained from the operators of the 
farms visited. Table 26 gives the number of workstock on the 
different farms and the number of operators who used all for culti- 
vating corn or some other one operation. 

TABLE 26.—Number of workstock owned on different farms and number of farms where 
all were used for some one operation. 

Number 
of farms 7 

. : where Number 
ee workstock | of farms 

ee | par meal arena, | where all 
workstock 5 

stock of farms. FORD TREE for cultiva- | were never 
owned. romaine tion, but used for 

on were all any one 
Fe oa used for | operation. 

some other 
| operation. 

y, 11 10 i 0 
3 15 9 6 0 
4 43 29 9 5 
5 41 18 5 18 
6 57 27 Ul 23 
a 32 4 3 25 
8 39 5 4 30 
9 15 1 1 13 

10 12 1 Dy 9 
11 1 0) 0 1 
Wy 4 0 0 4 
13 6 0 0 6 
14 5 0 0 5 
16 1 0 0 1 
18 1 0 0 1 
20 2 1 0 1 
24 | 1 0 0) 1 

Total....| 286 105 38 143 

* 

Ninety-three per cent of the men with 4 or less head of workstock, 
57 per cent with 5 or 6, 23 per cent with 7 or 8, 19 per cent with 9 
or 10, and 5 per cent with over 10 used them all for some one opera- 
tion. One-half of the operators never used all of their workstock 
‘or any one operation. 
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On most of the farms the cultivation of corn required more horse 
labor than any other single operation in the limited amount of time 
available for the work. Of the 143 men who used all of their work- 
stock for some one operation 73 per cent used them for the cultiva- 
tion of corn. 

Two men cultivated their corn entirely with their tractors, 14 
used their tractors for part of the work, and 270 used horse-drawn 
cultivators only. The acreage in corn on these 270 farms and the 
number of horses used on each for cultivating were as shown in 
Table 27. 

TaBLe 27.—Number of horses used for cultivating corn on farms of different sizes using 
horse-drawn cultivators only. 

= eb Sn be wo | cw | eo bo a ee 
(o) = = i« — = =A pe - cd = lan 

spa Aes Ws Sess eee (eit a leas en Ls See me « = - 2 [| =a — ao a = | Im — io ae n ni 
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Apparently some of these men used more horses than necessary for 
their corn cultivation. Two horses should be ample for cultivating 
35 acres or less, but three men used more than two horses. Three or 

four horses, drawing one 2-row or two 1-row cultivators, should be 
sufficient for 35 to 54 acres of corn, and a majority of the men with 
55 to 74 acres used only 4 horses for cultivating, yet 23 of the 93 
men with 35 to 74 acres in corn used more than 4 horses for cultivat- 
ing. Similarly, the cultivating could evidently have been done with 
fewer horses on some of the farms with greater acreages in corn. 

If 2-row cultivators had been used exclusively on the farms where 
two l-row outfits were used, only three horses and one man would 
have been required for the work. A more extended use of 2-row 
machines on the farms with larger acreages in corn would have often 
made it possible to do the cultivating with fewer horses, and fewer 
men as well. 3 

On some of these farms more horses were needed for some other 
operation than for corn-cultivating. If machines and men are 
available for cultivation on such farms, it might be profitable to use 
the horses which would otherwise be idle. This practice is responsible 
for the large number of horses used for cultivating on some of the 
farms. 
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On 38 of the farms the workstock were not all used for cultivation, 
but were used for some other one operation. The particular opera- 
tion for which all the horses were used depended on the amount and 
kind of crops raised and the operations for which the tractor was 
used. On some of the farms where only 3 or 4 head were owned 
they were all used for cutting grain. On some few they were all 
used for fitting ground, haying, or husking corn. 

In some seasons hay must be made and grain must be cut before 
corn cultivating is finished. On this account it can not be said that 
all of the men who did not use all of their horses for any one opera- 
tion could have reduced the number kept with safety. Many 
farmers, however, used their tractors for cutting grain and some for 
drawing a wagon and hay loader. Even though an operator may not 
consider it profitable to use his tractor for such work, it might 
be more economical to perform these operations with the tractor than 
to keep extra horses throughout the year. 

Every man who owned 2 or 3 head of workstock used them all for 
some one operation, and every man who owned 4 or 5 head used all 
but one. Sixty-six of the 155 men who owned 6 to 10 head and all 

but one of the 21 who owned more than 10 head had at least 2 more 
horses than were used for any one operation. On 26 of the 286 farms 
there were at least 4 more horses than had been used for any one 
operation during the year. 

The reliability of the tractor was such that on most of the farms 
it was not necessary to keep extra horses for use in case the tractors 
were out of commission when needed (see page 53). On many of 
the farms the acreage had not been increased and the number of 
workstock had not been reduced since the purchase of the tractor 
(see page 56). In view of these facts it is evident that either more 
work could have been accomplished by more efficient use of the horses 
on hand, or the number of horses kept could have been reduced and 
the cost of the operation of the farm correspondingly decreased. 

COST OF KEEPING WORKSTOCK. 

A record of the amount and value of the feed consumed by the 
workstock during the year ending October 31, 1920, and the value 
of these feeds was obtained from each farmer. The amount of time 
‘spent in taking care of the horses, the value and depreciation of work 
harness, the change in value of the workstock, the value of colts 
foaled during the year, and the cash outlay for shoeing and veterinary 
services were also obtained. In computing the cost of keeping the 
workstock these items, together with interest at 6 per cent on the 
average value, were included. A manure credit of $15 per head was 
deducted from this total cost to obtain the net cost per farm and per 
head. Table 28 shows the cost per head in the different areas. 
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TABLE 28.—Cost of keeping workstock in different areas. 

‘Aver Cost per head. 

age i : 
num- | Net 

Num- Ma- 
Area. ber of ber of eee | De- | Total. | nure cost 

MOE Shoe-| Vet | In- | war-| pre- credit.| _P& "| stock] Feed. |'770° | er- | Chores.| ter- | a. | Ba Tedit.) head 
per 8- linary.| reste liens ieee 
farm.| | 

} === 

Madison County, | | | 
Ohigs.- es = 34 | 8.1 $135.96 |$3.05 |$0.58 | $15.43 |$9.57 |$5.43 |$3.36 |$173.38 |$15.00 |$158.38 

Seneca County, | 
ONIGS Sasa Rees 34 | -5.0 | 160.25 | 3.75 | 66 | 22.58 |9.02 | 5.21 | 4.64 | 206.11 | 15.00 | 191.11 

Madison County, 
16s ee eee ele 42 | 5.4 | 135.56 | 3.13 | 1.19 | 16.52 | 7.87 | 4.87 | 1.20 L170.34 | 15.00 | 155.34 

Montgomery Coun- 
Gywind= seems a2 56 | 6.0 | 123.10 } 2.23 | 1.04] 16.47 | 8.49 | 3.52 13.68 | 168.53 | 15.00 | 153.538 

Livingston County, 
RRR eee Ae 60} 8.4 | 128.78 | 1.27 | 1.69 | 14.07 | 8.86 | 5.10 | 6.72 | 166.49 | 15.00 | 151.49 

Knox County, Ill. .- 60 | 7.0 | 135.13 | 1.41 | 1.03 | 14.65 | 8.08 | 4.97 |12.09 | 177.36 | 15.00 | 162.36 

Jali | is Ae 286 | 6.8 | 133.64 | 2.16 | 1.13 | 15.83 | 8.62 | 4.82 | 7.79 | 173.99 | 15.00 | 158.99 

The average net cost per farm of keeping the workstock during the 
year was $1,076. The costs per farm in the different areas were: 

Madison: County, O10, 2325328 se on eee eg $1, 278 

Neneca: County « OHi02 2 a2 SS s2 oe Soe Sah eee ere 956 
Madison County; sind 2 iS: 208 ie Se ee Oe ee oe 839 
Montgomery ‘County, Ind iceie24: a2 5 ee eek ee Wee 926 

LivimestonCountys IN 4 es eA eee ee 1, 280 
Knox County; NF coos ose Se ae ee ee 1, 133 

The greater number of workstock kept on the larger farms (see 
Table 9) naturally makes the cost per farm greater. The average 
cost per farm on the farms of different sizes was: 

Tuessthan. 80crop acres: 259. 28 shoe es ae $621 

80;to- 119 cropiacress:.o2:S5 Rsk ee See eee ee eee 660 

120 :ito' 159 ‘crop jacres-2 ..2. $35 2-4 3 to se eee 849 

160'to- 199. crop actes!.> 5+ 6.25 ee plea a oe Se ee ee Sete 1, 006 

200-60:239' Crop 'acreds sSs Se set aa Ee eee 1, 120 

240 ‘to: 279 CLOp ACES: S25) Ya ie pe ee eee eee 1, 292 

280'to 319: Crop acress ai Lae aE 2. Deut 1, 367 

3200F MOFre CTOPraCres => ke 2 see ee eee eee ee 1, 966 

No attempt was made to obtain figures on the cost of housing the 
animals or on taxes and insurance. These items, however, would 

amount to only a small percentage of the total. United States 
Department of Agriculture Bulletin 560, “The Cost of Keeping Farm 
Horses and the Cost of Horse Labor,’’ based on detailed cost account 

records, shows that for the period of 1909 to 1914 these charges 
,amounted to about 10 per cent of the total cost of keeping horses in 
Illinois and Ohio. Figures presented in the University of Llinois 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 231, “The Horse and the 
Tractor,” shows that for the six years, 1913 to 1918, the charge for 

shelter there amounted to 3.1 per cent of the total cost of keeping 
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workstock, and for the years 1917 and 1918 amounted to a little over 
2 per cent. 

Feed.—Table 29 shows the average annual feed consumption per 
head in the different areas. The detailed rations for the workstock 
were obtained on only 253 of the 286 farms. On the remaining 33 
farms the value of the feeds consumed was obtained but the amounts 
were not. 

TasBLE 29.—Feed for workstock. 

Average annual feed consumption per head. bol 
A | a 
S | : o~ = | S 
S&S : a E 1a = |Pastureand grass.) Stalk pasture. a 

_ Area. PG alone ie (ee = tne = z 
q g 3 Z Z S 

5 ° a= ~ 4 5 wn & # oy 

ree bs i 2 © | Number of |8§| Numberof |35| 3 
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Madison County, Ohio.| 32 | 1.63 | 0.13 | 2.60 | 36.1 | 46 ae ments: , ue \ COUN ee ae io ...-|$135. 96 

4.2 months..| 15 
Seneca County, Ohio...} 23 | 2.72 | .12 | 1.06 | 37.4 | 29.2 ae acres..... Oilpet ened Beyer eye 160. 25 
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Livingston County, Ill.} 60} .47 | 2.49 | .02] 39.9 | 29.2 |,2.1 acres..... 32 | 4.3 acres..... 21 |7128 78 
One sae 2p \NiOnNebssene ae 14 { 

|(4.1 months..| 32 | 3.3 months..| 23 
Knox County, Ill...... 60] 1.15] 1.23 | .04] 38.3 | 24.4 |)1.6 acres..... 21 | 2.6 acres..... 30 | 7135. 13 

\(None.......- a INOMe yee 7 

| ‘(4.8 months..|144 | 3.1 months...) 97 
TAU ee eee ee 20d ML o2 el 22) Onl Overs acorn aro) ACheSe aes. O73. SACLES a eee 51 | 7133. 64 

| HNioness 2 2ee) 12) Nomes.. 22.22. 105 

The feeding practices varied considerably in the different areas. 

In the Ohio areas and on a number of the farms visited in Indiana 

corn stover made up a substantial part of the winter ration of the 
workstock. In Illinois and on the Indiana farms where most of the 
corn was husked from the standing stalk the horses were usually 
turned into the stalk fields when husking was finished, and the stalk 
pasture took the place of the stover. On many farms, especially in 
Ohio and Indiana, the workstock had access to the straw piles, but 
the owners usually considered that the straw thus consumed by the 
horses was of little value and would make no charge for it. When- 
ever the farmers considered that the straw used for bedding had any 
value, this was included in the ration, and no attempt was made to 
differentiate between it and straw used for feed. The large amount of 
straw and the small amount of hay in the ration for Livingston 
County, Ill., is due to the fact that in the year 1919 very little hay was 
produced in this county, and on many of the farms the horses had 
been wintered on straw and stalk pasture only. 

On some farms it was rather difficult to obtain an accurate estimate 
of the amount and value of both the grass and stalk pasture which 
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should be charged to the workstock. The number of months the 
horses were on pasture and the value of pasture per head per month 
was obtained from part of the men and from others the number of 
acres of pasture which the horses used and the value per acre for the 
season. 

Exclusive of the grass and stalk pasture, the average ration per 
head consisted of 6,120 pounds of roughage and 2,830 pounds of grain. 
This is probably somewhat lower than the average amount of feed 
per year consumed by the horses on the farms where tractors are not 
owned in these same areas. It was impossible to obtain accurate 
figures on this subject, but many of these tractor owners stated that 
their horses were idle most of the time when horses on other farms 
were being used daily for the heavy work of plowing and preparing 
the seed bed, and that during such times their horses were on pasture, 
or received only a light ration of grain and hay. 

The average prices of feeds for the year as obtained from the 
farmers in the different areas are given in Table 30. 

TABLE 30.—Prices of horse feeds in different areas. 

Pasture. | Stalks. 
| 

| Hay | Stover! Straw | Corn Oats 
Location. | per | per per per per | 

| ton. | acre. | ton. bu. bu. Ber Per ae heE Per 
acre. | month.) acre. | month. 

| 
Madison County, Ohio....... | $23.93 | $5.58 | $3.57] $1.48 | $0.69) $7.17) $2.85 |........]........ 
Seneca County, Ohio..-....-.. | 24.17] 8.34 5. 00 1.50 81 7. 00 2:'23 1c cee eee 
Madison County, Ind.......: 23.91 | 10.55 7.90 1.52 75 9.11 ZN Gia eee $1. 50 
Montgomery County, Ind.. 22. 61 6. 11 8. 74 | 1.47 75 6. 80 Pe ole) Werte h est 1.74 
Livingston County, Ill......., 28.62) 10.80} 9.56 1. 43 73 6. 81 | 2.33 | $1.35 1.79 
IKnoxaCoun bys) Lis ee ae | 25.76] 8.38 9.02 | ~ 1.47 73 | 7. 50 Pep Eee VETS 1. 59 

ORS Se ese 24. 94 6965 |9 (8e¢S ye AZ | TEN EE 2.34 | 1.14 1.73 

The value of grain and hay is now (Sept., 1921) considerably less 
than during the year covered by the investigation. Based on the 
prices for grain and roughage given below, the cost of the average 
ration per year would be about $60. 

Corn, 53 cents per bushel. 
Oats, 29 cents per bushel. 
Loose hay, $13 per ton. 

Straw, $4.50 per ton. 
Stover, $3.50 per acre. 

The figures for corn, oats, and hay are the average prices to farmers 
in Sept., 1921, for the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, as re- 

ported by the Bureau of Crop Estimates. The prices of the straw 
and stover have been obtained by reducing the prices given in 
Table 30 by the percentage of decline in the price of hay since the 
time of the investigation. 

The average cost per farm of feed for the workstock for the year 
1920 as obtained in the investigation was $904. If the feed had 
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been charged to the workstock at the 1921 prices shown above, the 
cost per farm would have been about $400, a reduction of about 55 
per cent below the 1920 cost. Assuming no change in other costs 
and credits, the 1921 cost per farm of maintaining the workstock 
would be about $575, or $85 per head. 

Chores.—The total time spent in feeding and caring for the work- 
stock amounted to 430 hours per farm for the year, or about 63 hours 
per head. The figures given in Table 28 represent the value of this 
time at 25 cents per hour. This rate is approximately the average 
value per hour of all farm labor in this section during the year of the 
survey. It must be remembered that all this work was done either 
by the farmer himself or by the regular labor without any actual cash 
outlay for it, and that a considerable part of the time thus used 
would not have been profitably employed otherwise. 

Depreciation.—The total value of all workstock on the farm at the 
time of the investigation, the value of the workstock on the farm at 
the beginning of the year covered by the investigation, the cost of 
any which had been bought during the year, and the amount received 
for any which had been sold were obtained from each farmer. Colts 
which were foaled during the year of the investigation were credited 
to the workstock at their value (minus the breeding fee) at the time 

of the survey. All these figures were combined to obtain the total 
appreciation or depreciation of the workstock on the farm. 

On all the 286 farms a total of only 111 colts had been foaled 
during the year. (See Table 6.) The average value of these colts 

at the time of the survey was not far from $50 and the breeding fee 
im most cases had been $15. Thus, for all farms, the credit for colts 
amounted to about $2 per head of workstock. 

On this basis the workstock had depreciated on 154 of the farms 
during the year of the investigation by an average of $136 per farm. 
They had appreciated on 64 farms by an average of $92 per farm, and 
there had been no change of value on the remaining 68 farms, thus 
making a net depreciation of about $53 per farm, or $7.79 per head. 
This depreciation amounted to a little over 5 per cent of the value 
of the workstock. If the credit for colts had not been included the 
depreciation would have amounted to nearly 7 per cent of the value 
of the workstock. 

Only a part of the feed consumed by the workstock is salable, and 
a large part of the costs other than feed do not represent any outlay 
of cash on the part of the farmer. Likewise the manure produced, 
for which a credit of $15 per head has been allowed, had no sale value 
on a large majority of these farms. 

The corn, oats, and hay consumed by the workstock was practically 
all salable, and in most cases the straw which was included as part of 
the ration could have been sold. Stover, however, could rarely have 
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been sold; the pasture, both grass and stalk, charged to the horses is 
principally a by-product of the general system of farming practiced 
in this section, and only in isolated cases could it have actually been 
sold. 

On this basis the value of salable feed consumed during the year was 
$113 per head or about $772 per farm. On nearly all the farms, the 
only other costs which involved either the use of salable material or 
labor or the expenditure of cash were the shoeing and veterinary bills, 
which together amounted to $22 per farm. Thus salable feed and 
cash expense together amounted on the average to about 74 per cent 
of the net cost of keeping the workstock. 

Cost of horse labor.—The cost per day of horse labor on each farm 
was found by dividing the total cost of keeping the workstock on 
that farm by the number of days of horse labor used during the year. 
For all farms the average cost per day was $2.43. The average length 
of the working day for the horses was nearly 10 hours (see page 12), 
and consequently the cost per hour of horse labor on these farms 

and over... 

Fic. 12.—Variation in 1920 cost per head of keeping horses. 

was between 24 and 25 cents. The cost per day on any farm is de- 
dependent upon the number of workstock kept, the cost of keeping 
them, and the number of days work during the year. The different — 
farms varied greatly in the cost per head of keeping workstock, 
owing to variations in the different items of cost. . The cost per head 
of feed was twice as great on some of the farms as on others. It has 
already been pointed out that farms of the same size varied consider- 
ably in the number of workstock kept, and that similar variations 
occurred in the number of days the horses worked per year. Figures 
12 and 138 show the variations in the cost per head of keeping the work- 
stock and in the cost per day of horse labor on these farms. It is 
apparent that by more careful management both the cost per day of 
horse labor and the total cost of keeping the workstock could have 
been reduced on many farms. 

The acres per day covered by 1 horse at various operations on 
these farms have been given in Table 22. The cost per day of horse 
labor divided by the number of acres covered by one horse gives the 
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cost per acre of power as furnished by horses for the different opera- 
tions. While the costs vary widely from farm to farm, the average 
gives a basis of comparing the cost of power as furnished by horses 
with that furnished by tractors for the different operations. 

The average cost of power per acre furnished by horses for the 
principal operations on which tractors were also used was as follows: 

Syots sae OO NT cack eg Fae 8 ele AR ERR ER LL Pee eam er eee LA ee $2. 89 
TReula a] feNwyatia fete Mes OES Sean CPS CE RCT PE eae ae er 3. 04 
VDAC TEST SaY 07 ye yl OA AU esac SSE ak PUM RD EEE epg te eae Se . 64 
Ren owwaln Oe OUln OME C LOR eres ete Naan he eae ee en ete 2 ie ge Bye . 34 
rea OMA ROAM Creme ce ee eee ror a Wenner CHORE es chsh apes . 98 
Drawaneerainepinders sae 5 Saale ete ot toe ee eR Ee . 59 

These figures represent the cost of power only and not the total 
cost of performing the different operations. The cost of man labor 
and the cost of the implements must be added to the cost of power, 
to obtain the total cost. 

Cost per Day Number of Farms 

Fic. 13.— Variation in cost per day of horse labor (1920). 

If the 1921 prices of feeds (as given on page 42) were used in com- 

puting the cost of horse labor, the cost per day would be $1.29 and 
the cost of power as furnished by horses for the different kinds of 
work would be 53 per cent of the figures given above. 

The cost per unit of horse labor on these farms where tractors are 
owned can not be considered as exactly representative of the costs © 
on the farms where tractors are not owned, as on many of the farms 
the cost per head of keeping the workstock was lower than it would 
have been if tractors had not been owned, and the number of days’ 
work per head also would have been considerably different on many 
of the farms. 

COST OF USING TRACTORS. 

The first cost of each tractor and the owner’s estimate of its life 
were given. The cost of any equipment not included in the price of 
the tractor was added to the reported first cost. This equipment 
consisted of belt pulleys, fenders, and in a few cases governors. - The 
annual depreciation of each tractor was determined by dividing its 
first cost by the owner’s estimate of its life. 

The cash outlay for repairs during the year and the amount of 
time spent by the owner in repairing or overhauling the tractor 
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were obtained. Interest was charged at 6 per cent on the average 
investment. 

The total annual cost for-depreciation, repairs, and interest was 
divided by the number of days of work done by the tractor during 
the year to obtain the cost per day of work for these items. To this 
was added the cost of fuel and oil used per day to obtain the total 
cost per day of use, and the sum divided by the number of acres 
covered in a day to obtain the acre-cost of using the tractor on the 
different operations. No charges for shelter, insurance, and taxes 
are included. These charges would amount to only a _ small per- 
centage of the total cost, heme 

In ube following diversion the 2-plow and 3-plow machines are 
treated separately in order to afford a comparison between the two 
sizes. On all the 286 farms there were only 8 tractors of sizes other 
than these (see page 9), and no figures for them are given. The 
286, however, are included in every case in the figures for “All 
tractors.” 

First cost.—The average first cost of the 174 2-plow machines was 
$972; of the 104 3-plow machines, $1,354, and of the entire 286, 
$1,140. These figures include the first cost of all extra equipment, for 
the tractors themselves, but do not include the cost of new implements 
purchased. Every farmer owned a tractor plow and a majority had 
also purchased tractor disks. Some had also procured belt machines 
for use with the tractors. On the average the amount which had 
been spent by the cwners of the 2-plow tractors for implements and 
machines was $271, and by the owners of 3-plow tractors $430. For 
all farms this item amounted to an average of $343. 
Life-—The average estimated life of the 286 tractors was 6.7 years. 

The average of the estimates for the 2-plow tractors was 6.4 years, 
and for the 3-plow 7.0 years. 

TABLE 31.—Estimated life of tractors. 

ie _Number of owners 
| estimating life of 
| tractor as speci- 
| fied. 

_ Estimated life of tractor (years). | : 

| Owners | Owners 
of 2-plow | | of3-plow 
| tractors. | tractors. 

ee enna a eae eater rR re eM 8 Rey Sob tht ans Wt oo Pane el oe 5 3 
Ae ee TG CEES Ty REE ne ee ER SESE Lt pee ee Pes ee eee ee od epee eE RT 17 4 
DS SS a ee ee ee ee ee aan ee eM Sy eee ats i OE pees oe Sees 51 30 
pater LE a hoe RE SES ard Se ee a ee ee 30 | 13 
pte eee! oe Le ek ee gd SE ae me ee ean see 17 13 
fo 5 Saks Ae eee eee ee te ee eee tee ee IO REPT AOE Eo YS le tes eee 22 14 
DS Ee ee ae LOS Bi GR MEP PML GEE -s re penn Ne TE 7 2 

Que aeeatere (tt ie eee Pele ee TU. 2 a eee ee Ae eee es 21 16 
1p ep Sot eee ee ene ieee eee ae EN Tee RONeMe ere A ee TN eh oe ek ane 1 
DRS eae ate a sol at RPE. Fee ee Ree eg ae eee 1 3 
Ey a ie, SS ee a OS a Ee a i Sa deep og 3 
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The estimates of the 174 owners of 2-plow tractors and the 104 
owners of 3-plow tractors were as given in Table 31. 

It is seen that for each size the largest number estimated the life 
at 5 years. The wide range in the estimates was due not only to the 
condition of the tractors at the time of the investigation and the 
amount of work which would be done with them in the future but also 
to a considerable extent to each individual owner’s idea as to when it 
would be more profitable to discard his tractor than to spend more 
time and money in keeping it in running order. 

The averages of the estimates for the 2-plow and 3-plow tractors 
of different ages are given in Table 32. There evidently was no tend- 
ency on the part of the men who had owned their machines only a 
short time to over-estimate the length of time their tractors would last. 
For each size the average of the estimates of the men who had owned 
their tractors 14 months or less; 1. e., those who had done just one 

full year’s work with them, was less than the average of all estimates. 

TABLE 32.—Estimated life of 2-plow and 3-plow tractors of different ages. 

2-plow tractors. 3-plow tractors. 

Age of tractor (months). Esti- Esti- 
Num- mated Num mated 
ber. life ber life 

(years). (years) 

12! GAYG LESS eet ee a ee Wem a ee ee Sea re Oe en 74 6.3 29 6.6 
NE CPD Sates RT A etree a en eae LANES ay a De a a eR en tt | 60 6.6 39 a? 
ZL EE) Brel eve eee HS le iS es Ee By Ren cat Se REO aT he ree nt RT OR 28 (a), 20 7.0 
SE) PAV GL COQ CE) Pe Gore re Rea ae eer Is ee US Umer ee Sig AF AID Lt i) 6. 2 16 7.6 

AN FS a Sieh SEE 6 ead Oe cdg eI panne < deem ah en Tee ope Gall 174 6. 4 104 7.0 

Depreciation.—The annual depreciation charge for each tractor was 
determined by dividing its first cost by the owner’s estimate of its 
life. The wide range in the estimated life necessarily caused a wide 
range in the annual depreciation charges for the different machines, 
but this method is probably the best available, and the average deter- 
mined in this way will at least show the importance of this item of 
cost. | 
The average annual depreciation for all tractors was $185. For 

2-plow tractors it was $164, and for the 3-plow $217. For most of 
the machines this charge was the greatest single item of cost con- 
nected with their use. 

Reparrs.—The average amount which was spent during the year 
on the 286 machines for repairs, including both the cost of parts and 
the cash outlay for labor, was $29.95. The costs for 2-plow and 
3-plow tractors of different ages are shown in Table 33. The cost for 
the year was $20 or less for over half the machines in each age group, 
and the greater average cost for the older tractors was due to high 
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repairs on afew machines. Forty-eight of the men spent nothing for 
repairs during the year. 

TABLE 33.—Annual repair cost of 2-plow and 3-plow tractors of different ages. 

2-plow. 3-plow. 

Age of tractor (months). Average | Average 

Number.| repair | Number.| repair 
| cost. cost. 

Ava LOSS 30.28 oes ee OS SE aa eee ea ee RE 3 74} $20.73 29 $24. 93 
GY KOs eee BA ook eee ee ses Aen ee g Pi sce tc Oe Gedue leat 60 38. 88 39 22. 64 
LOPS OMe a onto See yo aso tne nt 3 ea oe Be Ale ae 28 | 38. 18 20 | 37. 55 
SORES OV CT Sos ee re ait BS ey oe Gosek ere eons Os we 12 | 44, 25 16 43. 25 

Dd NESE ee a SM a SE a ee pp) yep RR 174 | 31. 42 104 29. 32 

Table 34 shows the number of owners of tractors who spent differ- 
ent amounts for repairs during the year. 

TABLE 34.—Cost of tractor repairs. 

Owners who spent 
amounts specified. 

Amount spent for repairs. 
Owners | Owners 

of 2-plow | of 3-plow 
tractors. | tractors. 

INQ UTE LTD Seay eas eee See eet Fe Es Ne eign peg at ee nC aoe CD Oe 30 18 
SPOLOTLES Sepa oe ee ere ee es ee Rk Ne Bee a Picea St I he Ly 78 43 
SIUC O SAO s Hoes ee Sea ee See ee et SE oT as a ES eae 22 18 
SAIC O GOO soe a Se te 2 CTA 3 RE I aotearoa nc  al OG hs SL ae eR 18 10 
SOU CO! SSO a eee i Ss Ba ae To BG he El ae AR ge ee PRD Rw ape eo ag Og eee 6 7 
SSTEO:S LOO ise seo ANC aye ae oh SEN Sci A toa ERG ile teas Dep aaa By Ee Re ge aiden ) 3 
OVO SOO eto eee SRR ope SOs Se de Sl eS A ee oe et A ae OU Coe 11 5 

The average annual cost for repairs on the 2-plow tractors had 
been 3.2 per cent of the first cost of the tractors, and the repairs on 
the 3-plow machines had been 2.2 per cent of their first cost. For 
the 2-plow machines which had been used 39 months or over, 1. e., 

had done at least three full years of work at the time of the investi- 
gation, the repairs during the year had amounted to 4.6 per cent of 
the first cost, and for the 3-plow tractors 3.2 per cent. 

Unpaid labor.—In addition to the cash outlay for labor and repairs, 
each farmer was asked the amount of time spent by him or by the 
regular farm labor during the year in repairing the tractor. On an 
average, this labor amounted to 1.8 days for the year, but no such 
labor was used on 78 of the 286 tractors. Part of these 78 tractors 
required no repairs during the year and most of the remainder were 
machines whose owners were not capable of doing the repair work. 

The actual number of days used on the different machines is shown 
in Table 35. 
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TaBLE 35.—Unpaid labor used in repairing tractors. 

Tractors on which 
specified amounts 
of labor were 
used. 

Labor used (days). 

2-plow | 3-plow 
tractors. | tractors. 

CY meh edad oak ie BE CE tS ta a el cage Se ee et 49 28 
SLURP PE Fe aR ee IAS VEAL Ce! AUS 2 Sine. Saaid tale Ye eh Ghar aac ve reps hanevens seeds ela ek 41 29 
Pes pee ty het ath eet RN RTS OE Er ee Ie oie Ree Pan eae pre 8) ay ee 47 17 
Be ee es atk ek i A ane ie A A re oe ee IRE a en are ee ae 16 12 
AER LER MONE Lb Lente RL ie AUN A Rime. MM Sh a eee ral Gholi Peay Sta ie ee 10 9 
BAT HOW OIE ace aaa Oia ete eae Aye keh Male SE aiaieeels eel nre bee crate ARIE ee 11 9 

Nearly all of the men who spent more than one or two days on 
repair work gave their machines a general overhauling during the 
year. 

The value of this labor at $5 per day has been included in the cost of 
operating the tractors Five dollars per day, or 50 cents per hour, is 
considerably higher than the value of ordinary farm labor during the 
year of investigation, but is considerably lower than the prices charged 
by regular experts and repair men. On the average this charge 
amounted to $8.55 for the 2-plow tractors, $9.45 for the 3-plow trac- 
tors, and $9.06 for all tractors. 

Interest.—Interest is charged at 6 per cent on the average invest- 
ment. The average investment has been found by the rule: 

first cost X (years of service + 1.) 
Average investment = : 

years of service x 2. 

This is the generally accepted formula for determining the average 
investment in equipment where a fraction of the first cost is charged 
off each year for depreciation. The interest charge when computed 
on this basis is slightly greater than when computed on one-half of 
the first cost. ; 

The average interest charge for the 2-plow tractors was $34, for 
the 3-plow $47, and for all tractors $40. 

Fuel and oil—The average amounts of fuel and oil used per day 
by the 2-plow machines at the different drawbar operations are given 
in Table 36 and the amounts used by the 3-plow tractors in Table 37. 
The fuel and oil required per day by the 3-plow tractors was consid- 
erably greater for every operation than that required by the 2-plow 
machines, but this was offset by the greater number of acres covered | 
per day by the larger machines (see Table 12), so that there was 
practically no difference in the requirements per acre between the 
2-plow and the 3-plow machines for any of the operations. 
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TABLE 36.—Fuel and oil requirements per day and per acre of 2-plow tractors for different 
operations. 

Requirements per | Requirements per 
Number day. acre. 

Operation. of s 
tractors. 

Fuel. | Oi. | Fuel. | Of. 

Gals. Gals. Gals. Gals. 
SPHNS PlOwiN ce saws sacs eed eee ee Sree eee 164 17.97 1.10 Dati 0.17 
Hall PlOWIN Gs ease sees oe shee eek oe tee eee 129 18. 46 1.06 2. 86 -16 
DISKIM 87s eaters a ve tise aise ase sae ee eae 95 17. 98 1.03 233 05 
Miskin ge dmMcom imation sec se eee eee eee 101 17.78 1.09 ~90 06 
IHATTOWINE CLC sos sos, ioe Dee oa a nena aioe eae 53 16. 23 1.01 - 42 03 
IDrawinehay loadenzcns 255s ee ats eeenerae 24 11. 45 85 1.09 08 
Drawineeraim bind ere ccr ses ee ee eee ee eee eee 101 14. 50 -92 508 05 

TaBLE 37.—Fuel and oil requirements of 3-plow tractors for different operatione. 

Requirements per | Requirements per 
Number day. acre. 

Operation. of 

Gals. - Gals. Gals. Gals. 
1.29 2.6 Spring plowing sss pass ose eee Aen ene sees 94 23.12 8 |: 0.15 

Ball plowingachc 2.28 Sacks she | ated eee See seer 80 23. 33 1.32 2.71 15 
AS IT. eae ee Fa TR a en tee eae 46 22. 02 1.34 sii 04 
Diskinganicombinavon=.4- ees —e eee ee eee eee 64 22. 74 1.30 95 -05 
IIATTOWINGHELCr snes tees See eomiae cere tee eee 7 21. 60 1.51 “AZ -03 
Drawingihay loaden-is2.. 522 sles dee eee ee ee cee 13 15. 06 1.09 1.30 -09 
Drawineerain bind eras s=- see see ee eee eases 27 17.31 1.16 “1D -05 

Between 75 and 80 per cent of the tractors were operated on kero- 
sene. Some of the tractors which were operated on gasoline only 
were not designed for burning kerosene, and the owners of the others 
believed that the better service given by their machines when operated 
on gasoline was sufficient to pay for the difference in cost between 
gasoline and kerosene. 

The average costs of fuel and oil to these farmers during the year 
of the investigation were: Gasoline 28 cents, kerosene 19 cents, and | 
cyiinder oil 72 cents. The price of fuel and oil increased considerably 
during the year. The average price of each kind of fuel was practi- 
cally the same for all areas. The quality and price of the Jubricating 
oil used varied considerably, depending upon the owner’s idea of 
what constituted proper lubrication, and to some extent upon the 
make of the tractor. 

Costs per day and per acre.—The average costs per day and per 
acre of using the 2-plow and the 3-plow tractors for different drawbar 
operations on the home farm are shown in Table 38. The fuel con- 
sumption per day for the lighter operations was less than for the 
heavy work of plowing and disking, and this is partly responsible 
for the somewhat lower cost per day of using the tractors for harrowing 
and for drawing the hay loader and the grain binder. | 
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TABLE 38.—Average cost per day and per acre of using tractors for various operations. 

2-plow tractors. 3-plow tractors. 

Operation. Number Number 
of Cost per | Cost per of Cost per | Cost per 

tractors.| 4@Y: acre. | tractors.| 44Y- NOH) 

SDL MesplO WAN Paes mea apc sectors ecinocial=. 164 $12. 78 $2. O1 94 $18. 07 $2.15 
TOREWDU Tay Kova oa es ae ee ieee 129 12. 86 2. 06 80 18. 69 2. 22 
IDR any Sab ae a ee eR Eee shee Ree 95 13. 35 Sal 46 17.13 . 59 
Disking in combination. ....- $e Sesee ene 101 12. 55 .70 64 16. 82 . 76 
LATO E ACLCERE his ce Acer asc seereras 53 11. 97 50) 7 19.14 .49 
Drawan wave onder: secsses elses yl 24 10. 02 1.14 13 14. 18 1. 05 
DrawinVeraim binders ss-42 se. sees eee eee 101 11. 60 . 64 27 16. 45 . 76 

Much of the variation in these average costs, however, is due to the 
fact that the machines were not all used for the same operations. 
For instance, 95 2-plow tractors were used to pull disks alone, and 
the average cost per day for these 95 was $13.35. One hundred and 
one tractors were used for disking in combination with harrows or 
other light implements, and the average cost per day was $12.55. 
This does not mean that for any particular tractor the cost per day 
was less when it was used for pulling both a disk and a harrow than 
when it was used for pulling a disk alone. It simply indicates that 
the daily charges for depreciation, repairs, interest, fuel, and oil for 
the 95 used for pulling disks alone was greater than for the 101 used 
for pulling both disks and harrows. Similarly the high cost of $19.14 
per day shown for harrowing with the 3-plow tractors was due simply 
to the fact that the charges mentioned above were high for the 7 
tractors which were used for this work. When these variations in 
the cost of operating individual tractors are taken into account, there 
is little significance in the differences shown between 2-plow and 
3-plow tractors in the cost of power for the different operations. 

The average cost per day of using the 2-plow tractors for drawbar 
work was $12.67, the 3-plow tractors $17.73, and all tractors $14.51. 

Except for possible differences in the amounts of fuel and oil used, 
the costs per day of using the tractors for belt and custom work 
would be approximately the same as the costs for drawbar work. 

The marked decline in the prices of gasoline, kerosene, and lubri- 
cating oil since the investigation was made has resulted in a con- 
siderable decrease in the cost of operating tractors. At present 
(September, 1921) the average price of gasoline to farmers in the areas 
studied is about 19 cents, kerosene 10 cents, and lubricating oil 40 
cents. The cost of fuel and oil for the tractors as computed on 
these prices is 57 per cent of the cost as based on the 1920 prices, 
Assuming no change in depreciation, interest, and repair costs, the 
present cost per day and per acre of operating the tractors would 
be 82 per cent of the 1920 costs given above. (See Table 42.) 
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Effect of amount of work done per year on cost of using tractors.— 
Table 39 shows the cost per day and per acre of plowing with the 
2-plow machines, classified according to number of days of work 
during the year. Table 40 gives similar information for the 3-plow 
tractors. Annual depreciation, repairs, and interest charges did not 
increase in proportion to the amount of work done for either size of 
machine, and consequently the daily costs of these items were least 
for the machines which did the greatest amount of work. 

For each size the average daily charge for depreciation, interest, 
and repairs on the tractors which were used 50 days or more during 
the year was less than a third of that for machines which were used 
less than 20 days, and the cost per acre of power for plowing done by 
the machines which did over 50 days’ work was less than a half the 
cost for those which did less than 20 days’ work during the year. 
Such differences are reflected directly in the cost per acre or per 
bushel of producing crops and show how the man whose farm is large 
and so organized that he obtains large use from his equipment can 
produce at low cost. 

These figures do not indicate, however, that the farmer should 
endeavor to use his tractor as many days during the year as possible 
simply for the sake of reducing the cost per day of operating it. 
Even though the cost per day decreases rapidly with increased use, 
the total cost per year must increase. For instance, the cost per 
day of power for plowing with the 2-plow tractors which were used 
20 to 30 days during the year was $13.45. On the average these 
machines did approximately 25 days of work during the year and 
the total cost per year of use was $325 to $350. The cost per day of 
use of the 2-plow machines which did from 40 to 50 days of work 
during the year was only $10.81, but the total cost per year was 
$475 to $500. 

These figures further indicate that, smmce the number of days of 
work has only a slight effect upon the total annual charges for depre- 
ciation, interest, and repairs, the tractor owner need consider only 
the cost of fuel and oil when deciding whether or not to use his 
machine for operations where its use is of doubtful value. 

TABLE 39.—E fect of number of days of work per year on cost of using 2-plow tractors for 
plowing. 

: Ss 
Annual cost. \Daily cost| Cost for plowing. 

Number | (depre- Days of work per of " ciation, 
year. > epair interest 

WO Donte. Interest. and Total. and ” | Per day. | Per acre. 
c upkeep. repairs). 

Wessichant20 esses 37 $150 $34 $30 $214 $14. 50 $19. 14 $3. 00 
20iG O29 OMe ee ee ae 41 158 35 air 230 8. 90 13. 45 2. 24 
SOTO OE Rae se ae 54 168 34 39 241 6. 97 11. 49 1.76 
ADC OAD Oe eeece als 25 167 33 61 261 6. 08 10. 31 1.76 
AU EhoKGl OVE Motoosoaose 17 195 35 32 262 4.60 8. 55 1. 26 
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TasLE 40.—Effect of number of days of work per year on cost of using 3-plow tractors for 
plowing. 

Annual cost. Daily cost) Cost for plowing. 
(depre- 

Days of work per Numpen ; ciation, 
year. Peactorce eanicore Repair interest, 

EOE S Ahir iE ~ | Interest. and Total. and Per day. | Per acre. 
pacsecron upkeep. repairs). 

Lessthan 20....-..-.. 33 $183 $44 $29 $256 $21. 07 $25. 88 $3. 13 
PN TOFD soe pe BoanBUe 30 204 48 42 293 11.72 17.37 2,13 
SOUOBL Be seoneaeseas 22 257 50 39 346 10.17 15. 87 1.78 
AN TO:49 9ie eo 5. esse 11 239 46 48 332 7.58 13. 16 1. 58 
HOME" OVONan2 esos <1 8 261 52 58 371 6. 22 11.61 1.29 

RELIABILITY OF TRACTORS. 

The reliability of a tractor has a very decided effect upon its 
profitableness. In order to obtain definite information on this point 
each farmer visited was asked how many days during the year his 
tractor was not in running order when needed. On the average, the 
286 tractors were out of commission when needed 1.9 days during 
the year. One hundred and fifty-three, or 53 per cent of the total, 
were always ready for work when needed, and 54, 19 per cent of the 
total, were out of commission more than 2 days. 

There was little difference in this respect between the 2-plow and 
the 3-plow machines. On the average, the 2-plow machines were 
out of order when needed 1.8 days during the year and the 3-plow, 
2.1 days. Just 50 per cent of the smaller machines and 60 per cent 
of the larger ones were not out of commission at all. The age of the 
tractors likewise had no marked influence upon their reliability. 
Forty-one of the 106 which had been in use just one year and 15 of 
the 31 which had been in use over 3 years were out of commission 
at least one day. 

The actual number of days the 174 two-plow tractors and the 104 
three-plow tractors were out of order during the year is shown in 
Table 41. 

TaBLeE 41.—Numober of tractors that were out of order different numbers of days. 

Number | Number 
Days out of order. of 2-plow | of 3-plow 

; tractors. | tractors. 

hn eProGHSSUSOLO MEE TOC ees TS te eI SIDE SWE cs | DAP ED anv te oe ERT 87 62 
UL GP acs it SS Oe BRAG Se DS Coe mee ea Siem mk Ss EPA AP aN Ons eo ae 56 22 
8) OTE OE eS CASE Ce RC RO es CE cee Eas reyes 22 Au ae a TR ge a ne COE a 11 3 
5 OL Bd 5c SG0 5 ACH CCMOGO SE I le is etn ee ye as Ep st nto) Sp me eS ann ae 12 9 
Ti OJP TPRNO) es GSES ee ee OE ea ee res er aces Sees CTE Ee ra 8 8 

Most of the men whose tractors were out of commission more than 
two days had bad breaks while the machines were being used, and it 
was impossible to procure repair parts or the services of experts 
promptly. A delay of one or two days may not result in any serious 
loss, but a tractor which is out of commission a week or more at a 
time when its services are needed can scarcely be considered profitable. 
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COST OF POWER FOR DIFFERENT OPERATIONS AS FURNISHED BY 
HORSES AND BY TRACTORS. 

The cost per acre of power during the year covered by the investi- 
gation for the different operations for which both horses and tractors 
were used on these farms is shown in Table 42. The costs based on 
present prices (Sept., 1921) of feed, fuel, and oil are also shown. 

The 1920 cost per acre of power furnished by horses is given on 
page 45. The 1921 horse costs are based on an annual cost per head 
of $85 for keeping workstock, or $1.29 per day of horse labor (see 
page 45). The 1921 tractor costs are 82 per cent of the 1920 costs. 
(See page 51). 

Disking in combination, 1. e., drawing a disk and a harrow or roller 
at one operation, was not done with horses on any of the farms, and 
the cost of power for harrowing and relling with horses has been 
added to that for disking to obtain a cost comparable to the cost of 
performing the two operations at once with the tractors. 

The cost of power for plowing done with tractors during the year 
of the investigation was only about 70 per cent of that for the plowing 
done with horses, but with the exception of disking in combination 
the cost of power furnished by the tractors for each of the other 
operations was slightly greater than that furnished by horses. These~ 
figures, of course, represent the cost of power only, and they do not 
include either the cost of man labor or of the implements used for 
the different operations. Neither do they take into account possible 
differences in the quality of work resulting from the use of the two 
sources of power. 

TABLE 42.—Cost of power for different operations as furnished by horses and by tractors. 

[Cost per acre. ] 

1920 1921 

Operation. Tractors. 

Horses. Horses. | Tractors. 

2-plow 3-plow All 
| 

Spring plowing. ..-.......---- eee ee $2. 89 $2.01 $2.15 $2.07 $1.53 $1.70 
IDEM ily ou Loan Ok esa eee ae he eet meee 3. 04 2.06 2.22 2.13 1. §2 75 
DISK Sy eae ers RA een ee . 64 5 (1! - 09 67 -34 -59 
Diskin sin combinations 225-525 5222 42 s-ee -98 ill . 76 «td - 52 - 59 
Harrowing. rollin a setGae sacs see eae . 34 -39 -49 of 18 - 30 
Drawinehayloa ders sesso asses .98 1.14 1.05 outa: 5a 91 
Drawineeraimbinder==-.4522252204- esse | . 59 64 -76 - 67 53! 755) 

NotE.—The cost of man labor and of the implements used must be added to the cost of power to obtain 
the totalcost of performing the different operations. The horse costs shown for i921 are 53 per cent and the - 
tractor costs 82 per cent of the 1920 costs. 

ANNUAL COST OF POWER FOR DRAWBAR WORK. 

Table 43 shows the average cost of the power furnished by the 
2-plow, 3-plow, and all tractors for drawbar work on the home farm 
during the year covered by the investigation. On the average, this 
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drawbar work on the home farm constituted 80 per cent of the total 
work done by the 2-plow machines, 71 per cent of that done by the 
3-plow machines, and 76 per cent of that done by all tractors. Con- 
sequently the figures represent approximately these percentages of 
the total cost of operating the tractors. 

TABLE 43.—Total annual cost of tractors for drawbar work on home farm. 

[ Averages.] 

2-plow tractors. 3-plow tractors. All tractors. 

Operation. pays Cost Cost eave Cost Cost Days Cost Cost 
per per per per per per per per per 
year day. | year year day. year. year. day. | year. 

Spring plowinis...-.--.--e-- 7.9 | $12.78 |$100. 96 6.3 | $18.07 |$113. 84 7.3 | $14. 85 | $108. 40 
IDI Tol Ohyyalakasos eoeaaseoooabde 5.1] 12.86] 65.59 5. 2 .69 | 97.19 5.1] 15.23 77. 67 
IDISkiN BS s22 3 eee ee vas 4.0] 13.35 | 53.40 2.3 | 17.13] 39.40 3.4] 14.59 49. 61 
Diskingin combination... ... 3.4 | 12.55 | 42.67 4.0 | 16.82} 67.28 3.5 | 14.29 50. 02 
ARTO WANE elCteie sere eens dt |} Tike Odie ale yaly/ -2| 19.14 3. 83 -7 | 12.04 8. 43 
Drawing hayloader.........- -4] 10.02 4,01 -4| 14.18 5. 67 -4]| 11.57 4, 63 
Drawing grain binder........ 1.9] 11.60] 22.04 -9} 16.45] 14.81 1.5] 12.61 18. 92 
Other works ee see ee 2.0 112.50 | 25.00 -9 1118.00] 16.20 1.6 |114. 50 23. 20 

Motalesss as Sheets 745568) \|Sagoaeoe $326. 84 2OR2 5 | Siverererye $358. 22 235 Olesen $340. 88 

i Approximate. 

Size of Farm Dollars 

(Crop Acres) 

Fic. 14.—Cost of power for drawbar work on farms of different sizes (1920). 

The cost of the power for drawbar work furnished by the average 
tractor was equal to the cost of keeping 2.1 head of workstock. The 
cost of keeping horses has declined considerably more than the cost 
of operating tractors since the investigation was made (see page 54) 
and based on present prices (Sept., 1921) the cost of the power fur- 
nished by the tractors would be equal to the cost of keeping 3.3 head 
of workstock. 

The cost of keeping the workstock on the average farm during the 
year of the investigation was $1,076. Thus the total cost of power, 
both horse and tractor, for drawbar work was $1,417. Seventy-six 
per cent of this total was chargeable to the workstock and 24 per 
cent to the tractor. 

The cost of power, both horse and tractor, for drawbar work on 
farms of different sizes is shown in Table 44, and in figure 14. 
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TaBLE 44,.—Cost of power on farms of different sizes. 

| Gost of |, Cost OF | Mangere] peace sie ost 0 ota ractor 
Size of farm (crop acres). unmet keeping piesa Se cost of | cost was 

*| horses. Se u power of total 
ork. 

cost 

CSS ENA TSO ee aks ete: Ste te Ee ery TL eee 7 $621 $172 $793 PAL 
SOCOM Pez SS ee a eae Ae ote ok Sa ee eee 28 660 279 939 29. 7 
PONE OEE SO Pears ee eee a cae ed op ee en 71 849 279 1,128 24.7 
FOOSE ORE SO nae eee epee Ap oN eae, cytes A Be a se 56 1, 006 331 1, 337 24.8 
POO O25 FO ears BA ans WR Me SEV plea ens 2 ee ea 47 1,120 340 1, 460 FRLS- 
AO EONS ED nek ee ete DS ee Dey nels eee Se ae 36 1, 292 386 1,678 23.0 
DSO Lora enna eb ae a a ae Se nee | 19 1, 367 452 1, 819 24.8 
PATIO Verse ssh thane rik Se Nae ek ae i | 22} 1966 576 | 2) 542 22.6 

E ’ . . ‘ . ‘ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ’ ' ' ' ' ho 94 (or) te S (or) fs = . J bk 

CHANGES IN SIZE OF FARM AND NUMBER OF WORKSTOCK AFTER 
PURCHASE OF TRACTORS. 

The average size of farm and the number of workstock in the 
different areas both before the purchase of tractors and at the time 
of the investigation, are shown in Table 45. For all farms, there 
was an increase of about 20 acres after the tractors were purchased, 
and during the same time a decrease of 1.8 head of workstock. The 
number of acres (total acres in farm) per horse increased from 27.6 

to 37.9, or about 37 per cent. Where there was a change in the 
size of the farm the number of crop acres in the farm before the 
purchase of the tractor was not obtained; consequently figures 
showing the average number of crop acres per horse for all farms 
before the purchase of tractors are not available. 

TABLE 45.—Size of farm and number of workstock before and after purchase of tractors in 
different areas. : 

At time ofinvestigation. | Before purchase of tractor. 

Area | | : : , Total Crop . Total 
pee 7 Mikes | acres per | acres per ee ee acres ber 

. ors horse. | horse. | 

Acres. | Number.| Acres. |Cropacres| Acres. | Number.| -Acres. 
Madison County, Ohio.......... 363. 0 8.1 44,8 34.1 317. 1 9. 2 34.5 
Seneca County, Ohio........... 202. 0 5. 0 40. 4 | 28. 0 182. 0 6.1 29. 8 
Madison County, Ind........... 218.1 5.4 40. 4 | 32. 6 199, 4 7.9 25.6 
Montgomery County, Ind...-.-.. 269. 5 6. 0 44,9 34. 1 251. 8 8.7 28.9 
Livingston County, Ill........-. 247. 3 8.4 29. 4 24. 7 240. 4 9. 4 25.6 
KnoxCounty, testes ae 256. 0 7.0 36. 6 28. 3 235. 6 9.2 25.6 

PRES Ewe RIES ee 257.6 6.8 37.9 29.6 | 8.6 27.6 
H bo 

(ox) ™ Or 

The greatest increase in size of farm was in Madison County, Ohio, 
and the least in Livingston County, Ill. The greatest increase in 
acres per horse was in Montgomery County, Ind., and the least in 
Livingston County, Il. 

Nine of the 286 men started farming with tractors, 81 increased 
the size of their farms after purchasing tractors, 24 decreased the 
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size of their farms and there was no change in acreage on the remain- 
ing 172. All of those who were farming smaller acreages than before 
the purchase of tractors were renters who had moved to smaller 
farms or owners who in 1920 rented out some ground which they 
formerly farmed themselves. On the average these men were 
farming 84 less acres and using 5.1 less horses than before the pur- 
chase of tractors. 

Farms which were increased in size.—The 81 men who were farming 
ereater acreages than before they purchased tractors were located 
in the following areas: 

Men 

Madison CoummbiyerOMiOp ce cece Lair s tie suuye a aie lhe, aver ay ore eeere tated iat 

Seneca COU tye OMmlOQme sa sen etme Mara eM On We ee enya 9 
Madisone Coummitya made. 2522 a Cee ASS eae 14 

Monteomeny County lnc tenis e702 apy epee oa ig 2 Lie ks 17 

aman estons Go lmtymlll see eke ce Roe sees a al oie he 
Remora Omi ya UU atari at ope ates tea A ey Seca arty kee ca les 17 

One-third of the men interviewed in Madison County, Ind., were 
farming greater acreages, while less than one-fourth of those in Liy- 
ingston County, Ill., had increased the size of their farms. 

The average size of the farms operated by these 81 men before they 
purchased tractors was 206.4 acres and at the time of the survey the 
average size was 296.8 acres. They kept on the average 7.6 head of 
workstock—one for each 27.0 acres (total not crop acres)—before the 

purchase of tractors. At the time of the investigation they were 
keeping 6.9 head, or one for each 42.3 acres. 

The number of men who increased the size of their farms by different 
amounts were as follows: 

AN aaah Mpa um ok! a ess ‘tan SO caCness 
2S Ege oe GL pees eho Wy MO ee wa EOE TOL SOP ACEESE 

DFA ena he ee ee a LL OOkaeres and Tomer 

The changes in the number of workstock kept were as follows: 

Of the 41 who were farming less than 80 additional acres 

23 had reduced their workstock by an average of 3.5 head. 
13 were keeping the same number of workstock as before. 
5 had increased their workstock by 1 head. 

Of the 28 who were farming 80 to 159 additional acres 

10 had reduced their workstock by an average of 2.5 head. 
8 were keeping the same number as before. 
10 had increased their workstock by an average of 2.3 head. 

Of the 12 who were farming 160 or more additional acres 

5 were keeping the same number as before. 
7 had increased their workstock by an average of 3.7 head. 
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Farms where acreage was not changed.—The average size of the 172 
farms where the acreage was the same as before the purchase of trac- 
tors was 244.5 acres, and the number of crop acres was 187.8. Those 
who increased the size of their farms after the purchase of tractors, 
had in general been farming somewhat smaller acreages than these 
men. The men who had not changed their acreage had kept on the 
average, 8.7 head of workstock before the purchase of tractors—one 
head for each 28.0 acres, and one for each 21.5 crop acres. At the 
time of the investigation they had 6.5 head—one for each 37.7 acres 
and one for each 29.0 crop acres. 

The size of the tractor evidently had no influence on the reduction 
in workstock. One hundred and seven of the 172 men who did not 
change their acreage owned 2-plow, and 61 owned 3-plow machines. 
Before the purchase of tractors, the owners of each size kept one 
horse for each 21.7 crop acres. At the time of the investigation the 
owners of the 2-plow machines had one head for each 28.8 crop acres, 
and the owners of the 3-plow machines one for each 29.6 crop acres. 
On the average, the owners of each size reduced their workstock by 
2.2 head. 

Every farmer was keeping at least two head of workstock in addi- 
tion to his tractor, and no one who did not increase his acreage owned 
less than three head before the purchase of his tractor. 

Table 46 shows the actual number owned before the purchase of the 
tractors and the number disposed of by the 172 men. 

TABLE 46.—Changes in number of workstock after purchase of tractor made by 172 owners 
whose acreage remained the same. 

Number of ers who disposed of— 
Number of work- | Num- sae SOO Baer, Po : 
stock before pur- | ber of Man as Pe ie aa a. 

chase of tractors. | owners None. | 1 head. | 2 head. |Shead.|4head. Shead.| 6 head. | 7head. | 9 head. 
| [ep 9] a ae ie a 

sior 4a. SSeR A: 7 4 2 | TR aeeeeen ee oie hci bees ooh eee nat ge celeeeee ee 
OR GMeaiece a ad 38 11 8 11 4 7 \il MoD Rie a baal Ween cdot siya 
TORS et Pe BE Ie 44 10 9 13 6 5 1 |. elas ae | ee 
Olors Ore he ee 41 8 1 13 8 5 2 7 a a tae nee 
Or 2 eet 08 30 = 1 2 6 5 7 4 | |e ies ae 
More than 12: ......- 12 Cp tere pes S | 1 Seeeee Secs ee eee oer |---2---- 3 1 

Potala ees | 172 44 | 21 | 41 24 | 19 10. 8 4 | 1 

The organization of the farm must be known in detail before one 
can say definitely how many head of workstock a farmer should keep 
for the greatest profit after he purchases a tractor, but it is apparent 
that some of these men were still keeping more workstock than 
needed. (See page 37.) Table 47 shows the average number of 
crop acres, and the number per horse before and after the purchase 
of tractors on the farms where different numbers of workstock were 
dis posed of. 
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TasLe 47.—Relation of number of horses disposed of to size of farm and to crop acres 
per horse. 

Crop acres per 

Crop i Number 
Number of horses disposed of. : ~ | acres per 

of farms. farm. Before After 
purchase | purchase 
of tractor./of tractor. 

DU stion CoS SISSON SRC TASB ROE ROSE E OEE TOR a tee Seo oe eric eras 44 205. 9 23. 4 23. 4 
LF ey tee eee Slee eee orale. ob Sree eistelule Wonk iste S Bistls aPelolels, aie Slaleisieele 21 155. 5 23. 2 27.2 
ee BEmCOD SEL AAO IIA Oe SE oT ENE ER TIA Te i) Reena Se eS) a ene es 41 178.3 22.1 p 29. 4 
BS oa pS Es eg Pens CIS REE Re em Ml ca Are ee a ae ae 24 178.5 20. 3 30. 8 
aN Talore ate fai ois aieic, ai siarstaieyersie siainie Seb cwieinie ache Blois stecieies ¢ 19 187.6 21.4 39. 2 

5). OPI ica cemnt He BGCon Sea GOOD OOCRE ODE CT OUC EDO RTOae: apcee eae 23 209. 6 18.3 37.4 

JN 3 $48 SR Bos SS be Be ee ee ae a ete re Se ete eee 172 187.8 21.5 29. 0 

Some of the men who did not dispose of any workstock had owned 
only 3 or 4 head and probably needed all of them for some one oper- 
ation even with a tractor on the place (see Table 26). This was not 

true of nearly all of the 44, however. The table shows that they 
had not been keeping appreciably fewer workstock in proportion to 
the size of their farms than had most of the men who reduced their 
workstock after the purchase of tractors; and that the number of 
crop acres per horse at the time of the investigation was less than on 
the other farms. 

INCREASE IN INVESTMENT DUE TO PURCHASE OF TRACTORS. 

Table 48 shows the net increase in investment due to the purchase 
of tractors. 

The costs of the tractors and of the implements purchased for use 
with them are given on page 46. The owners of both the 2-plow 
and the 3-plow tractors who did not change the size of their farms 
disposed of 2.2 head of workstock on the average. The acres per 
horse before and after the purchase of tractors on these farms were 
practically the same as on the farms which were changed in size, and 
on account of this fact it seems fair to assume that the men who 
changed the size of their farms would have been keeping 2.2 more 
head of workstock if they had not owned tractors. The average 
value per head of the workstock on the farms was $144, and while 
the value of the workstock which was disposed of was not obtained 
in detail, an investigation made in the Corn Belt in 1918 (see Farmers’ 

Bulletin 1093) showed that after the purchase of tractors ‘‘it was 
not the poorest horses which were sold but those of about average 
quality.” 
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TaBLE 48.—Increase in investment due to purchase of tractor. 

2-plow | 3-plow All 
Ttem- | tractors. | tractors. | tractors. 

Gosh OF LTACton 622 eS) ee eee ee 5 JS ee Dae Soon Bee en | $972 | $1,354 $1,140 
Costafimplements foriractobe 22 = 35 aoe oe 8) eee no eee 271 430 343 

M0) 2) aR as 1s ON ee Ae ORR Ie in abe ey eh, or ee en Semel 2 8 1, 243 1,784 1, 483 

Value of workstock disposed of (2.2 head, at ee eel ceed aH Ghee ace, See ee ont She 317 317 
Value of horse-drawn implements disposed of..-.-...-..--.-.------------- 11 14 12 

SMa) seri Ss 2 perenne at eh er Seaee gee pe t aee e S Ee ee hoe 328 331 329 

Net increfse in Investment 322252045 846 so 3 oc oe eee 915 1, 453 1,154 

In all 67 men disposed of some of their horse-drawn implements 
after purchasing tractors, and the average amount received by these 
67 men for such implements was $51. As shown in the table, this 
item amounted to an average of $12 for all farms. Most of the im- 
plements sold were plows and disks. Many farmers who did not 
sell any horse-drawn equipment stated that they had not used some 
of their old equipment since the purchase of tractors, but at best the 
value of the implements which could have been sold was small as 
compared with the other items shown in the table. 

While the purchase of tractors resulted in an increase in invest- 
ment of more than $1,000 on the average, the cost per year of power 
for operating the farms did not increase. The cost of the drawbar 
work done by the average tractor during the year of the investigation 
was equal to the cost of keeping 2.1 head of work stock, but 2.2 head 
had been displaced on the average farm, and the cost per head oi 
keeping the remaining work stock was somewhat less than it would 
have been if tractors had not been owned. 

SAVING OF MAN LABOR DUE TO USE OF TRACTORS. 

The total amount of man labor used for the operation of these 
farms before tractors were purchased was not obtained and conse- 
quently it is impossible to give definite figures as to the saving of 
man labor effected by the tractors on individual farms. However, a 
comparison of the accomplishment of the tractors with that of one 
man when using horses should give an indication of the average 
reduction in man labor effected by the tractors. 

The acres covered per day by the 2- plow and the 3-plow tractors 
at the different drawbar operations are given in Table 12 (page 16), 
and the daily duty of one man in the different areas when using 
horses for spring and fall plowing, disking, harrowing, etc., and cut- 
ting grain is given in Table 49. 
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Taste 49.—Daily duty of one man with horses at operations on which tractors were also 
used. . 

[Acres per day.] 

Madison | Seneca | Madison ee Living- Knox 
Operation. Co., Co., a 8 b ston Co.,| __Co., All. 

Ohio. Ohio. | Indiana. | tydiana. Illinois. | Illinois. 

Spring plowiN gs... -n 55-0026 | 2.18 2. 22 PION 2.61 3.88 3. 94 2. 68 
ATO win Gee sete <= i -ere oni 1. 88 2. 33 1.92 2. 85 3. 60 Sell 2.65 
US Ritnh Oe ete ay toa eter wan siosaien'n 12. 46 9. 83 10. 33 14. 30 18. 95 18. 80 16. 67 
UATHOWING 1CbC accra sac =o orc 16. 80 16. 00 15.21 19. 93 28. 09 33. 10 26. 28 
Cutting BTAIN Re eee. aise se 14. 05 13. 36 13. 27 15. 88 17.64 17.61 15. 55 

The greater amount of work accomplished per man when plowing 
and fitting ground in the two Illinois areas was due to the use of 
larger teams and implements. A team of four horses is the common 
unit on the farms in these areas, while in Ohio and Indiana teams of 
three, and sometimes only two, horses are used with proportionally 
smallerimplements. With the rate of doing work when using horses 
the same as given in the table the drawbar work which the average 
2-plow tractor did in 25.8 days and that which the average 3-plow 
tractor did in 20.2 days would have required 50 to 55 days for one 
man with horses. Thus the 2-plow machines saved on the average 
25 to 30 days of man labor during the year, and the 3-plow machines 
30 to 35 days. 

Since disks and harrows or other light implements were never used 
in combination when horses furnished the power, the operation of 
“disking in combination” as done with tractors is practically equiva- 
lent to the two separate operations of disking and harrowing or rolling 
as done with horses. In ‘Loading hay”’ and “Other work” done 
with the tractors as shown in Table 12, it is not possible to make a 
direct comparison of the man-labor requirements, but on the average 
the tractors probably saved not far from one day for each day of 
use. (See page —.) 

One man always operated both tractor and implement in plowing 
and other work of fitting ground. One man usually operated both 
tractor and binder in cutting grain, but on some farms a second man 
was used on the binder. 

The tractors did 85 per cent of the plowing on these farms and much 
of that done with horses was finishing up or plowing small and 
irregular fields. For such work 2-horse or 3-horse teams were generally 
used. If these tractor owners had done all their plowing with horses 
some of them probably would have used larger units, and the saving 
of man labor effected by the tractor would not have been as great as 
that indicated above. 
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